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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Affirmative Action; This term is a concept emanating from Executive 
Order 11246 which has as its premise that unless positive action is 
undertaken by employers to overcome the effects of systemic institu­
tional forms of exclusion and discrimination, a benign neutrality 
in employment practices will tend to perpetuate the status quo. 
As used in this order, it requires employers to make additional 
efforts to recruit, employ and promote members of groups formerly 
excluded from their work force, even if the exclusion cannot be 
traced to a particular discriminatory action on their part. In 
essence, it is the taking of positive steps to further employment 
opportunities for women and minorities. 
Affirmative Action Plan; This is a program which is developed by govern­
ment contractors pursuant to Order Number Four for furthering the 
employment of minorities and women. Such programs must be approved 
by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, updated annually, and 
retained on file for submission to the compliance agency upon 
request. 
Carnegie Code Classifications; This is a system developed by the Carnegie 
Corporation on Higher Education in 1970 which grouped U.S. institu­
tions of higher education into five major categories and a number 
of subcategories, totaling 18 in all. Approximately 2,827 institu­
tions have been classified under this system on the basis of educa­
tional mission, enrollment size, budget, number of degrees awarded 
and others. For purposes of this study, the following ten classifi­
cations have been extracted: 
Doctoral Granting Institutions 
Research Universities I; The 50 leading universities in terms 
of financial support of academic science in at least two 
of the three academic years, 1968-69, 1969-70, 1970-71, 
provided they awarded at least 50 Ph.D.'s in 1969-70. 
Research Universities II: Includes universitites on the list 
of the 100 leading institutions in terms of federal 
financial support in at least two of the above three 
years and awarded at least 50 Ph.D.'s in 1969-70, or 
were among the leading 50 institutions in terms of the 
total number of Ph.D.'s awarded during the years from 
1960-61 to 1969-70. 
Doctoral-Granting Universities I: Includes institutions 
awarding 40 or more Ph.D.'s in 1969-70 or receiving at 
least 63 million in total federal financial support in 
either 1969-70 or 1970-71, 
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Doctoral-Granting Universities II; Includes institutions 
awarding at least 10 Ph.D.'s in 1969-70, with the exception 
of a few doctoral granting institutions that may be 
expected to increase the number of Ph.D.'s awarded within 
a few years. 
Comprehensive Universities and Colleges 
Comprehensive Universities and Colleges I: Includes institu­
tions offering a liberal arts program as well as several 
other programs, such as engineering and business adminis­
tration. Many of these institutions offer master's 
degrees, but all lack a doctoral program or had extremely 
limited doctoral programs. All institutions have at 
least two professional or occupations! programs and 
enrolled at least 2,000 students in 1970. 
Comprehensive Universities and Colleges II: Includes state 
colleges and some private colleges which offer a liberal 
arts program and at least one professional or occupational 
program such as teacher training or nursing. This classi­
fication excludes private Institutions with fewer than 
1,300 students and public institutions with fewer than 
1,000 students in 1970. 
Liberal Arts Colleges 
Liberal Arts Colleges I; Includes colleges which scored 5 
or above on Astin's "Selectivity Index" (classification 
according to first choice selection by students taking 
the NM SQT in 1974), or those Included among the 200 
leading baccalaureate-granting institutions in terms of 
numbers of their graduates receiving Ph.D.'s at 40 lead­
ing doctoral-granting institutions from 1920 to 1966. 
Liberal Arts Colleges II: Includes all the liberal arts 
colleges not meeting the criteria for inclusion in the 
first group of liberal arts colleges. 
Two-Year Colleges and Institutions 
Professional Schools and Other Specialized Institutions: Includes 
theological seminaries, medical schools, schools of engi­
neering and technology, schools of business and management, 
schools of art, music, design, law and teachers colleges. 
CoHipliarice Agency; A compliance agency Is any federal agency which 
issues contracts and has been designated by the Office of Federal 
Congract Compliance for the purpose of enforcing the executive 
order provisions in those contracts which they have awarded and/or 
over Luûâe iustitutlons and agenciea which have been placed under 
their jurisdiction. 
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Compliance Review; A compliance review is an on-site visit by a repre­
sentative of the compliance agency to determine to what extent the 
government contractor is adhering to the approved affirmative 
action plan. This review may encompass any aspect of the govern­
ment contractor's employment practices. 
Contract; A contract is a voluntary agreement between agencies of the 
U.S. Government and institutions of higher education to do or 
abstain from doing some act. In the context of the executive 
order, this entails providing a specific good or service without 
discriminating on the basis of race, sex, color, national origin, 
or religion and taking further affirmative action. 
Goals; Goals as used in Executive Order 11246 are numerical objectives 
fixed realistically by the government contractor in terms of the 
amount of underutilizations, the number of vacancies expected and 
the number of qualified applicants in the relevant job market. 
In fulfilling established goals, there is no requirement that a 
government contractor employ an unqualified applicant over one who 
is qualified or that employment be given to a lesser qualified 
applicant over a more qualified applicant. In making this deter­
mination, however, the government contractor must realistically 
measure the persons ability to do the job or the job to which he 
or she is likely to progress. 
Failure to attain established goals does not automatically require 
a determination of noncompliance and sanctions. If the government 
contractor can demonstrate that he/she has acted in "good faith" 
in meeting this obligation, no sanctions may be imposed. 
Government Contractor; A government contractor is any person, agency or 
institution cf higher education who enters into a legal agreemeiiL 
with any agency of the U.S. Government to provide goods and/or 
services. 
Minorities; Minorities include Asians, Blacks, American Indians and 
Hispanics who are American citizens for the purpose of affirmative 
action. 
Pre-award Review; A pre-award review is an assessment by the contract­
ing agency of the government contractor's progress with respect 
to the fulfillment of the affirmative action plan where a contract 
in excess of $1 million is to be awarded or renewed. 
Preferential Treatment: Preferential treatment in the context of this 
study has the connotation of selecting unqualified or less qualified 
appl: 
sex. 
icants over qualified applicants on the basis of race and/or 
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Primary Work Activity; The primary work activity for purpose of this 
study includes teaching, research and development, and professional 
services to others as the employee's major responsibility. 
Quotas : Quotas are specified numbers or percentages of persons who must 
be employed or promoted which must be obtained and cannot be reduced. 
Under a quota system, a fixed number would be established to 
reflect the population or some other basis regardless of the number 
of applicants who meet the necessary qualifications. Where this 
fixed number is not attained, the government contractor is deemed 
to be in noncompliance and sanctions are Imposed. "Good faith" 
efforts are of no consequence. 
Reverse Discrimination; This term denotes that Caucasian males are being 
discriminated against in favor of racial minorities and women. 
Timetables; Timetables signify the period in which goals might reasonably 
be achieved considering anticipated changes in the contractor's 
work force. The recommended period for establishing such timetables 
is from 3 to 5 years, 
Underutilizatlon; Underutlllzatlon is defined as having fewer women 
and/or minorities in the contractor's work force in a particular 
job than would reasonably be expected by their availability. 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
During recent years relations between the federal government and some 
entities of higher education have become strained over governmental en­
forcement of "mandated social welfare programs." Within the past decade 
federal guidelines have been issued imposing standards upon higher educa­
tion institutions with respect to the confidentiality of student records, 
protection of human subjects in the conduct of research, occupational 
health and safety, and minority and female employment, among others. This 
new federal emphasis led one educator to comment that colleges and univer­
sities "have lost their immunity to the burdens that all other businesses 
bear in an increasingly regulated society" (Rosenzwelg, 1978), and another 
one to lament that the United States Government has gone further than the 
governments of other countries in "imposing upon universities" obviously 
nonacademlc, nonintellectual criteria for academic employment (Shlls 
quoted by Farnham, 1977), However, there is disagreement among some 
higher education personnel with respect to the justification for govern­
mental intervention and its reversibility. 
In speaking before the 77th National Assembly of the Center for 
Higher Education Management Systems in Denver, Colorado, Charles Saunders, 
Jr. (1978) predicted that governmental involvement in higher education 
will continue into the 1980's. In his opinion, governmental agencies have 
relied upon the higher education community to enforce its own standards in 
those areas where it has established generally recognized standards and 
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has moved in to established arbitrary governmental standards in those 
areas where no standards have been established and higher education has 
been unwilling or incapable of acting on its own to protect the public 
interest. Saunders admonished the conferees that rather than searching 
for a magic formula for deregulation or adamantly insisting that the fed­
eral government should not intervene on campus, higher education should 
establish its own effective self-regulation systems to render governmental 
intervention unnecessary. 
Higher education has shown a reluctance to embrace any external regu­
lations in the past. Today this reluctance has become more acute as pres­
sures are being brought to bear upon Institutions to institute programs to 
increase the number of minorities and women in their work forces through 
affirmative action without engaging in discrimination on certain pro­
scribed bases. 
Discrimination on certain bases has been prohibited in the United 
States by federal legislation for the past 112 years. In 1866 the first 
Civil Rights Act (CRA) was passed by the United States Congress granting 
to ex-slaves "the same rights and privileges as those enjoyed by white 
citizens" (CRA, 1866). Since this precedent-setting action by Congress, 
laws have subsequently been passed to prohibit discrimination on the basis 
of religion, age, national origin, handicap, sex, and veteran status, in 
addition to race and color (CRA, 1964, et al.). 
For the past 37 years (beginning in 1941), executive orders (E.O.) 
have been issued to augment these Congressional legislative acts. These 
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orders have been divided into three basic categories: 1) those in which 
the president acts pursuant to express or implied authorization by Con­
gress wherein his authority is at a maximum; 2) those in which he acts in 
the absence of Congressional grant of authority and must rely on his own 
independent powers; and 3) those in which executive action conflicts with 
the express or implied will of Congress at which time he is most subject 
to challenge (Youngstown, 1952). 
In 1941, then President Franklin D. Roosevelt banned discrimination 
in employment by the United States Government and by defense contractors 
on the basis of race, color, religion, and national origin. This action 
was designed to facilitate the mobilization of all human resources for 
participation in the war effort and marked the first use of presidential 
powers in the field of Civil Rights (E.O. 8802). Since 1941, each suc­
ceeding president has issued similar orders, requiring a greater commit­
ment from contractors in meeting compliance requirements. The enforcement 
of these orders resided in various committees with limited jurisdiction 
for effecting compliance (E.O. 9346, 1943, et al.). 
For most of history, both the laws and the presidential orders have 
advocated voluntary compliance programs and the establishment of "neutral 
policies." In 1965, however, all voluntary compliance programs estab­
lished under previous orders were abolished. During this year, then 
President Lyndon B. Johnson issued Executive Order 11246 making compliance 
by government contractors mandatory as a condition for doing business with 
all federal contracting agencies. The powers and responfllbillties which 
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formerly resided with committees were delegated to the Secretary of Labor. 
The secretary in turn delegated in part the responsibility for promulgat­
ing implementing regulations and the designation of compliance agencies 
for their enforcement to the newly created Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance Programs. All federal contracting agencies were required to 
issue rules and regulations for implementing Executive Order 11246 as 
amended consistent with the rules promulgated by the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) embodied in what is commonly referred 
to as Order Number Four. Approximately fifteen agencies were Initially 
designated as "compliance agencies," each having enforcement responsibil­
ities over certain institutions and agencies with which they contracted. 
The overall responsibility for assuring compliance with this order by 
higher education institutions was delegated to the Office for Civil Rights 
(OCR) in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. This order was 
amended by former President Richard M. Nixon in 1967 (E.O. 11375) to 
include "sex" and "religion" as proscribed bases for discrimination in 
employment by colleges and universities. 
Participation as a contractor remains voluntary with each party hav­
ing certain prerogatives and responsibilities. Colleges and universities 
may enter into such a contractual relationship, and once having done so, 
may terminate the relationship at such time as it is deemed to be incon­
sistent vlth their educational mission and ideals of equality based upon 
qualifications. However, should they elect to enter into a contract with 
the federal goverriment in the amount of $50,000 or more and if they have 
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a work force of 50 or more employees, as most do, they must execute a 
written contract with the contracting agency committing themselves to 
refrain from discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or 
national origin in employment and conditions of employment. Further, 
colleges and universities must agree to develop and maintain an affirma­
tive action program acceptable to the Department of Labor through the con­
tracting agencies. 
To meet the standards of acceptability, these plans must include, but 
are not limited to, 1) a work force utilization analysis; 2) an availabil­
ity analysis for each job category; 3) goals for effecting parity when 
underutilization is determined to exist; and 4) timetables by which parity 
might reasonably be obtained. 
The rules and regulations which have been promulgated for the devel­
opment of affirmative action programs are general in nature and thereby 
permit each institution to develop its program, within reason, according 
to its own structure. In conducting the work force analysis, colleges and 
universities are permitted the option of listing faculty personnel by 
departments (each individual discipline) or by broad fields of study (e.g. 
life sciences). Where faculty members hold joint appointments in one or 
more departments, institutions may select their own systems for listing 
such individuals. Regardless of the procedures used, however, each indi­
vidual must be listed by rank; race/ethnicity and sex. Minority groups 
may be listed together or separately depending upon the level of employ­
ment for èâch uiiaùrity group. 
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In determining availability pools for the purpose of ascertaining 
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whether underutilization exists for any group numerically, the university 
has the option of selecting from any of a variety of reputable statistical 
sources. Data may be obtained from professional associations, national 
centers which provide statistics on faculty, clusters or feeder schools 
(least desirable) or government documents. The primary determinant of the 
data base is the number of doctorate recipients in a field. However, 
where an institution utilizes faculty members who possess degrees other 
than the doctorate, the lesser degree serves as the base. 
The flexibility permitted in the above two processes is not permitted 
in established goals and timetables. Goals are determined by comparing 
the racial/ethnic and sex proportionate representation in the available 
pool with the proportionate representation of these groups in the institu­
tion's work force. If the institution's work force reflects a smaller 
proportion than the pool, then it is required to establish a goal in the 
amount of the underutilization. 
Timetables are established by determining the number of vacancies 
which an institution can anticipate within a given time frame, usually not 
to exceed five years. In making this determination, consideration is to 
be given to program expansion and contraction, retirements, promotions, 
and terminations. When the goals and timetables have been established for 
an existent underutilization^ colleges and universities are expected to 
utilize recruitment resources in which job vacancy announcements can be 
perused by members of a cross section of society and to establish a system 
to monitor the recruitment and hiring process. 
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Federal ageicies, on the other hand, are responsible for selecting 
the appropriate contractor which can best produce the desired product; to 
provide technical assistance where warranted to clarify the conditions of 
the contract; and to determine compliance in order to protect the public 
interest. In the event that compliance cannot be obtained pursuant to the 
conditions of the contract through persuasion and conciliation within a 
reasonable time, the contracting agencies may impose such sanctions as 
contract suspension, contract termination, debarment from future contracts 
and/or referral to other governmental agencies for court action as pro­
vided for under the order. 
When the ground rules have been established in which each party is 
cognizant of its prerogatives and responsibilities, one would expect a 
minimum of controversy. This, however, has not been the case with respect 
to the government's affirmative action program. Both the program and the 
agencies, particularly the Office for Civil Rights, have come under such 
critical attack that the utility of the order itself is scverly questioned. 
Some of the issues being raised in debate are those on which people of 
goodwill might reasonably disagree. Others, however, might rightfully 
fall within the rubric of a "smoke screen" to impede the effective imple­
mentation of the program as has often been alleged by those who believe 
themselves to be the intended recipients. 
It is interesting to note that In this controversy s which has been 
gaining in momentum since 1971, there is allegedly no anti-affirmative 
action opponent. The differences in expressed sentiment reportedly lie 
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not in the concept of affirmative action but in the manner it is to devel­
op to fruition. Nevertheless, for the differentiation purposes, the terms 
affirmative action proponents—those who support the implementation of the 
current guidelines—and the affirmative action opponents—those who desire 
changes in the guidelines—will be used in the remainder of this study. 
Among the most notable organizations comprising the affirmative 
action opponents are the University Center for Rational Alternatives, the 
Committee on Academic Nondiscrimination and Integrity, the Committee for 
Affirmative Action-Universities, the Antidefamation League, and the Amer­
ican Jewish Congress. These organizations and committees have mounted 
an intensive campaign in denouncing the manner in which the affirmative 
action program is being applied to higher education. Their strategies 
have included the placement of paid announcements in major newspapers 
highlighting the 'evils' of affirmative action programs, letter cam­
paigns to academics advocating contacts with local members of the U.S. 
Congress, giving testimony at various hearings, meetings with governmental 
officials, the publication of articles in various educational journals 
(Progress Report, 1975), and providing legal support in cases filed by 
Caucasian males alleging discrimination (Baumann, 1977). 
The organizations which have served in the affirmative action propo­
nent's camp have included the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Women's Equity 
Action League, the National Organization for Women, other minority 
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organizations and higher education faculty. These organizations have 
virtually utilized the same strategies as those employed by the affirma­
tive action opponents. 
The arguments and counter arguments proffered by these opposing 
groups have generated widespread debate within the broader higher educa­
tion community. However, the multitude of articles published in educa­
tional journals on affirmative action have advanced few new issues for 
cogitation. The central foci of these debates, when all rhetoric sub­
sides, involves the potential impact of goals and timetables, their util­
ity, and federal enforcement. 
Goals and timetables have been equated by their opponents with hiring 
quotas. Their imposition upon higher education has been characterized as 
unwarranted, unauthorized and contrary to rules and regulations set forth 
in other civil rights legislation. Through alleged high-handed enforce-
ment tactics being employed by federal bureaucrats, colleges and univer­
sities are said to be engaging in reverse discrimination by giving prefer­
ential treatment to women and minorities and lowering academic standards 
to avoid the loss of federal financial support. Such action has led many 
higher education administrators to decry what they perceive to be the high 
costs of implementing social welfare programs, the unavailability of qual­
ified minorities and women to render such goals and timetables attainable 
and the denigration of competent minorities through the implication that 
they can only compete in the job market through special treatment (Hooks, 
1974; Todorovich; 1975: Baumann. 1977: Sowell. 1975). 
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Proponents of goals and timetables are quick to point out that the 
academic community has been in the forefront in engineering change in 
American attitude toward minorities, especially Blacks. But in so doing, 
as some members of this group believe, colleges have fallen short in 
beholding the "beam in the own eye(s)." "They have been prepared to man­
ipulate the rest of society," as Harris opines (1975, p. 21), "but not to 
take the consequences for themselves." In order to protect them from 
themselves and to protect them as a national resource for the rest of 
society, it is believed imperative that they be "deprived of their wish to 
be a sanctuary" (Harris, p. 22) through exemptions from affirmative action 
requirements. They maintain that the government's right to determine with 
whom it will deal and to fix the terms and conditions upon which it will 
make "needed purchases" has been validated in such court decisions as 
"Crown Zellerbach" (46 LW 2271) and others; that preference must be given 
if minorities and women are to be brought up to the "starting line" to 
render competition realistic; that goals and timetables are quotas only by 
those who wish to operate in bad faith; that no qualifications are ade­
quate for a faculty that does not wish to share the benefits of academic 
life (Harris, p, 39); and that there can only be change in the kind of 
people who are asked to join the junior faculty when there has been a 
change in the kind of people who comprise the senior faculty (Willie, 
1975, p. 13). "While there has been much talk of reverse discrimination," 
Fleming (1975, p. 25) said, "very little evidence has been produced to 
support such allegations." 
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Both sides have resorted to the courts for the purpose of obtaining 
what each believes to signify justice. However, the judicial system thus 
far has provided no clear direction for universities to follow in meeting 
their moral or legal obligations with regard to nondiscrimination and 
affirmative action, and is not likely to be successful in doing so in the 
near future. Each case will continue to be decided on its own merits. 
Based upon the publicity which affirmative action programs have 
received to date, much of which is incorrect and misleading, applicants of 
all races and sexes have developed a widespread distrust of all employment 
decisions. Unsuccessful applicants in increasing numbers are requesting 
written reasons for their rejection, sometimes upon encouragement by 
higher education personnel for self-serving purposes. The stigma of being 
"less qualified" is being attached to minorities and women who have been 
selected pursuant to traditional higher education screening procedures; 
interviews, which formerly included questions pertinent to marital status, 
number of children and employment of spouse to place the applicant at 
ease, now serve as the basis for the filing of complaints of discrimina­
tion; and efforts formerly devoted to developing criteria for employment 
and promotion are becoming secondary to efforts aimed at documenting all 
decisions which hopefully will serve to exonerate the members of screening 
and selection committees from personal liability suits. 
Highër êdiîCâtiori Institutions ars faced with l iuilted options in thçlr 
relations with the federal government with respect to nondiscrimination 
aim âfflïuiatlvê âCLlun. Despite làmêiiLâ tuât "âffInfiâtlVê action uàS COïïlê 
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at a bad time when positions are scarce" (Valentine, 1975), and assertions 
that on most campuses the prerogative to arbitrarily select its members 
resides with the "white male club" (Terry, 1974), it is becoming more dif­
ficult for these institutions to justify satisfactorily to compliance 
agencies the retention of the status quo. To forego the receipt of fed­
eral financial assistance, as some people have proposed as a panacea for 
"federal intervention," is not practical in that such assistance comprises 
approximately 30 percent of many institutions' budgets (Shils quoted by 
Farnham, 1977). While such a course of action might provide the aura of 
autonomy for the nurturing of the concept of "academic freedom," there is 
little question that in so doing there will be fewer academics in the 
future exercising this freedom. And further, since the development of an 
affirmative action program can be required as a condition for conciliation 
subsequent to a finding of discrimination even in the absence of any fed­
eral funding, the net effect of such a decision would be to reduce re­
sources and yet acquire the same obligation through a circuitous route. 
At this juncture, higher education does not need additional debate on 
the evils of goals and timetables and their conceivable spin-off—"reverse 
discrimination," The alleged existence of "over 100 documented cases of 
discrimination against white males" (Sherman, 1975) is no more proof of 
discrimination, in fact, than "1,600 cases filed against over 500 institu­
tions of higher education in 1973 on the basis of sex" (Sandler, 1975). 
In both situations, determinations must be made by competent jurisdictions 
k A V» o 4 «• f  ^r» 4 ^ 4 e> 4 T f 4 e 
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progress more effectively in making its policy of nondiscrimination a 
reality, it must be guided by more research rather than by rhetoric. 
Purpose 
It is the purpose of this study to conduct a comparative analysis of 
Black and Caucasian males and females employed by higher education insti­
tutions who received their doctoral degree or its equivalent in the years 
1973 through 1977. 
Objective 
The primary objective of this study is to determine if the propor­
tions of Black and white doctoral recipients obtaining employment in 
higher education institutions upon receipt of the degree have changed 
significantly over the past five years and whether such changes, if any, 
tend to lend support to allegations of "widespread reverse discrimination" 
adversely affecting the employment of white males. 
Scope 
This study is limited to Black and white United States citizens who 
received the Ph.D. degree or its equivalent from all United States col­
leges and universities between 1973 and 1977 inclusively. 
Statement of Hypotheses 
The general hypotheses tested in the conduct of this study were the 
following: 
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Hypothesis 1 
The proportion (percent) of doctoral recipients having definite 
employment plans upon receipt of the degree has remained the same over the 
fiscal years 1973 to 1977 despite annual increases/decreases in the total 
availability pool. 
Hypothesis 2 
The definite employment plans of doctoral recipients upon receipt of 
the degree do not differ significantly by race and/or sex when the years 
1973 through 1977 are combined. 
Hypothesis 3 
The proportion (percent) of doctoral recipients having definite 
higher education employment plans upon receipt of the degree has remained 
the same between 1973 and 1977 despite employment by the nonacademic 
sector. 
Hypothesis 4 
The proportion (percent) of Black and white doctoral recipients hav­
ing definite higher education plans upon receipt of the degree is unrelat­
ed to the race and sex of the recipient when the years 1973 and 1977 are 
combined. 
Hypothieslg 3 
The proportion (percent) of Black doctoral recipients reporting 
uêflûltë plâaâ fût êïïiplûymênt by prêuoïûlriântly Black InâcltutionB rëûiainêu 
the same between 1973 and 1977 by sex. 
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Hypothesis 6 
The proportion (percent) of Black doctoral recipients employed by 
predominantly white institutions of higher education is approximately the 
same as the proportion (percent) of Black doctoral recipients employed by 
predominantly Black institutions. 
Hypothesis 7 
The proportion (percent) of representation of doctoral recipients is 
the same for each racial and sex group In each Institutional classifica­
tion based upon availability when the years 1973 and 1977 are combined. 
Hypothesis 8 
The percent of doctoral recipients reporting definite employment 
plans between 1973 and 1977 remains the same in each major responsibility 
category for each racial and sex grouping. 
Hypothesis 9 
m~iêri all êûiplOymêiiL yêâïs âïê COmbliïêu, the proportion of uOCtOîTàl 
recipients by primary work activity in higher education institutions 
remains the same when race and sex are taken as factors. 
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CHAPTER II - THE ISSUES IN CONTEXT 
A Review of the Literature 
"Reverse discrimination is a misnomer 
as racial discrimination knows neither 
a course nor direction. The keystone 
of a democratic government is the con­
cept of equality...." 
— Raess, D.J. 
The controversy surrounding the implementation of affirmative 
action in higher education has escalated during the past seven years to 
what might be characterized as "the fever pitch level." A substantial 
commitment of time and effort has been devoted primarily to matters 
of form rather than substance as real and legitimate progress toward 
the attainment of employment equality languishes in suspended animation. 
Precipitating this dilemma has been the issue of "preferential treat­
ment" with the "Bakke case" rising to the fore as the epitome of the 
injustice perpetrated against scores of Caucasian males by colleges 
and universities pursuant to federally mandated rules and regulations. 
The case of "Bakke v. The Regents of the University of California" 
(45 LW 2180) was editorialized as a "reverse discrimination" issue. It 
involved the rejection of Alan Bakke, a Caucasian male, for admission 
to the freshman medical school class at Davis while minorities, alleged 
to be less qualified, were admitted through a special admission program 
voluntarily instituted by the university. Whether Mr. Bakke was in fact 
"better qualified" than the minorities admitted and was in fact the 
victim of "reverse discrimination" was never determined with any degree 
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of accuracy. More alleged "facts" were presented in published articles 
and letters to the editor on the "real Bakke" case than those contained 
in the court transcript of prior proceedings. If, as some people concede, 
we have no accurate way of predicting who will be successful in medicine, 
law or teaching (Elam, 1977), that at least three quarters of those 
rejected for medical schools are fully qualified, and if some of the slots 
in the regular freshman medical class are regularly filled on the basis 
of friendship and political connections, the issue is perhaps not racism 
or reverse discrimination, but capriciousness (Margolis, 1977; Farago, 
1977). 
In commenting on the case of "Bakke" (Change, 1977), George Bonham 
stated that Americans like to believe that large social issues can be 
resolved on purely rational grounds by civilized men and women. If 
rationality were the determining factor, he opines, this nation would 
never have been led to racism nor its continued maintenance of first 
and second class citizens, and if human rights and dignity are to be 
resolved on various procedural grounds rather than on grounds of public 
morality and public practice, this is tantamount to not resolving the 
issues at all. If "Bakke" is to be decided on traditionally ascribed 
standards of merit, "It is a bizarre society," as HEW Secretary Califano 
observes, "that judges a person's potential for success by the conditions 
and experiences it has denied to that person by past discrimination" 
(quoted by Bonham, 1977). This humanistic view was further expressed by 
Chief Justice Burger in the landmark case of "Griggs v. Duke Power Co/' 
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"Tests," he stated, "are useful servants, but Congress has mandated the 
common sense proposition that they not become masters of reality" (Griggs 
V. Duke Power Co., 1970). 
The import of "Bakke" is reflected in the attention it has drawn 
not only to the issue of reverse discrimination but to the more underlying 
problem of systemic discrimination. Barriers have been erected in the 
system, sometimes unintentionally, which have led to the exclusion of 
women and minorities, thereby creating a substantial preference for 
white males regardless of their relative qualifications in comparison 
with women and minorities. While some opponents of affirmative action 
maintain that "colleges were doing a fine job of adding minorities until 
the federal government butted in" (Gross, 1976), advocates maintain that 
colleges did the best job of exclusion dating from pre-civil war days, 
and that "today's minorities are on campus because of equal opportunity 
policies which they forged for themselves" (Weinberg, 1975). In 1974, 
approximately one half of all B.A, degrees awarded to Blacks were earned 
at Black institutions (Lockett and Slmpkins, 1977), While the Black 
enrollment in predominantly white institutions is said to be increasing, 
the graduation rate remains stagnant. This phenomenon has led one 
advocate to question whether there is in fact an "academic melting pot" 
(Wuthnow, 1977). 
Inasmuch as white males have controlled access and have derived the 
benefits therefrom, affirmative action programs such as the Davis special 
admissions program are perceived to be designed not to establish preferen­
tial treatment for women and minorities but rather to eliminate the 
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institutional barriers that women and minorities now encounter in seeking 
access, and to redress the historic imbalance favoring the white males 
in the market (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1973). 
The long-awaited Supreme Court opinion which was rendered in this 
case was not the landmark decision to serve as the "be-all" and "end-all" 
with regard to the issue of "preferential treatment" as had been antic­
ipated. Instead, the ruling provided something for both opponents and 
proponents of affirmative action programs to cheer as a victory. In 
two 5 to 4 majority opinions, with Justice Powell providing the majority 
vote on each instance, the majority held that Bakke was illegally denied 
admission to the Davis Medical School and was ordered admitted, but also 
that race could be considered in determining an institution's admission 
policy (Labor Law Reports, 1978). How much weight can be given to race 
when considered along with other factors in determining which among the 
applicants are to be admitted to professional schools has been left 
unanswered. This decision provides insufficient guidance to assure im­
munity froiTi subsequent charges cf this nature. 
Each situation will by necessity be judged on its own merits. 
Institutions which wish to take affirmative action because of their 
commitment to its concept will continue to make progress in this regard; 
those which are adverse to it will continue to maintain the status quo 
until forced to do so under threat of economic sanctions. In any event, 
there is little evidence at this time that the federal civil rights 
enforcement mechanism will be dismantled in the near future. Instead, 
efforts are being made to eliminate duplication among the various federal 
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civil rights agencies through consolidations to render their enforcement 
more efficient (The President's Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 197»). 
Prior to the "Bakke case," the major criticism of affirmative 
action programs focused upon goals and timetables with respect to academic 
employment. This is still considered to be the primary emphasis of 
affirmative action critics who believe that their attainment must by 
necessity entail preferential treatment in favor of minorities and females. 
This view was expressed by Richard Lester in his book entitled Anti Bias 
Regulation of Universities (1974) wherein he made the observation that 
"in today's market, it is good to be Black, valuable to be a woman and 
bad luck to be a white male." To support this contention, Lester cited 
a study conducted by David Rafky in 1969 disclosing that Blacks averaged 
3.1 job offers while whites received only 1.5 offers, and that in those 
cases where Blacks had received their degrees from prestigious institu­
tions and had publication records, the ratio was 4 to 1. 
The offering of a position to Blacks does not necessarily denote 
"good faith" even though at face value this would appear to be the case. 
Many institutions have been advised by HEW regional offices to obtain 
letters from minorities and women who reject offers in support of their 
"good faith efforts" where they have failed to achieve their established 
goals. This approach, however, will not necessarily mitigate against 
offering a woman or a Black a position at a lower salary than he or she 
is already earning and upon rejection of the offer, to raise the salary 
when it is offered to a white male, if the institutions wishes to operate 
in "bad faith." 
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Even assuming that this disclosure did evince good faith, Lester 
nevertheless failed to elaborate further on the findings of this study. 
Rafky (1971) also disclosed that 20 years prior to his study in 1968-69, 
19 percent of the Blacks were invited to accept their first position as 
opposed to 11 percent of the whites. But in 1968-69, this situation had 
reversed wherein 30 percent of the whites were invited to accept their 
first positions while such offers to similarly qualified Blacks had 
decreased to 6 percent. The study further concluded that although whites 
were "better qualified" than Blacks, the Blacks were more likely to be 
at elite colleges, were relegated to the lower ranks, untenured, and more 
often having partial duties related to disadvantaged individuals and 
programs (Rafky, 1971). 
The fact that the Blacks studies by Rafky received a higher number 
of job offers than a similarly qualified number of whites may not be 
particularly meaningful in that there were fewer qualified Blacks to 
approach than whites. A sample of 699 Blacks represents a much higher 
percentage of the universe than a similar number of whites. Opponents 
of goals and timetables have consistently lamented the limited number of 
Blacks in the "qualified" pool which they attribute to their inability 
to attain established goals. Under such circumstances it is understand­
able that the number of job offers to qualified Blacks would exceed those 
offered to whites proportionately. 
Complaints which are sometimes lodged by predominantly white institu­
tions failing to achieve hiring goals is that they are unable to attract 
more women and minorities because they do not know how to reach them. 
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To support these contentions, some have established recruitment and 
monitoring systems by which to measure progress. Whether these systems 
or mechanisms are effective in determining if and what extent discrim­
ination is actually taking place in recruitment and selection is a 
matter of conjecture at this time and will require further screening. 
In an overt effort to seek out and employ members of minority 
groups and women, colleges and universities have expanded their recruit­
ment network to include personal and written communications to women and 
minority institutions, caucuses, organizations, and newspapers in 
addition to the listing of job vacancy announcements in professional 
journals, academic departments and at professional association conferences. 
An example of this increased advertisement can be discerned from the 
growth of the Chronicle of Higher Education which has Increased from a 
four-page newspaper in 1968 to approximately 30-40 pages today. In 
addition to these announcements, institutions use various methods to 
elicit such information from applicants as race, sex, age, source in 
which announcement was cited and others to determine to what extent 
members of these groups are being reached. Some have developed forms 
to be sent to applicants for completion prior to a determination of the 
successful applicant with instructions that they be returned to the 
affirmative action/equal opportunity office, as is done by Iowa State 
University. 
On the forms used by this institution which are submitted to appli­
cants for completion, a notation is placed thereon which describes the 
purpose for which the data is being requested and indicating that their 
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completion and return is optional. It is not a rare occasion for an 
institution to receive no returns to a particular announcement or to 
receive as low as 10 percent on others. Under such circumstances it is 
almost impossible to determine if women or minority groups are in fact 
perusing the announcements and simply electing not to return the forms. 
At a major higher education institution, there could be as many as 20 
different screening committees functioning at the same time which would 
preclude the actual monitoring of the process in each instance. Thus 
great reliance must be placed upon "good faith" with in-depth reviews 
conducted pursuant to complaints. 
In an effort to test the "good faith" of higher education institu­
tions with regard to affirmative action, Silvestri and Kane (1975) 
conducted an unobtrusive study of higher education recruitment practices 
to determine if and to what extent institutions placing job vacancies 
would respond to individuals placing ads for positions. In this study, 
two sets of fictitious ads were placed in the Chronicle of Higher Educa­
tion indicating "positions wanted" in administration. One set, including 
white and Black females separately, was placed with each having seven 
years of administrative experience. A second ad was placed indicating 
one year of experience. 
Of the 230 vacancies announced in the applicable issue of the 
"Chronicle," 140 were for administrative positions. Records of inquiries 
received disclosed that for the ads indicating seven years of experience, 
the Black, female received three inquiries: the Black male, two: the white 
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female, two; and the white male, none. In response to the ad indicating 
one year's experience, the inquiries were as follows: Black female, two; 
Black male, two; white female, one; white male, none. From these results 
the authors concluded that although the institutions designated them­
selves as "equal opportunity/affirmative action employers," few were 
willing to expend the extra effort to make the necessary contacts. 
While this study raises some questions relative to the "good faith" 
recruitment practices of higher education institutions in seeking out 
qualified women and minorities, it must, nevertheless, be viewed as 
limited. As examples, it does not answer the question relative to the 
actual number of women, minorities and white males who actually made 
applications for the positions; the number from each group employed; or 
whether the persons, if not fictitious, might have subsequently applied 
in addition to announcing availability and have been employed. 
A further study of higher education recruitment and hiring practices 
was conducted, again using the Chronicle of Higher Education as the 
source. In this study, 72 positions of 125 deans, associate deans, vice 
presidents and provosts advertised in seven issues of The Chronicle 
between January 31 and March 7, 1977, were selected for analyses. Nine 
months after the positions were announced, letters and brief question­
naires were mailed to the incumbents in the positions. 
Based upon a 97 percent return, the data revealed that all of the 
institutions persistently drew only from the traditional pool of 
candidates; all except one hired individuals from within academia. 
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No new patterns of occupational mobility, no marked geographical move­
ment and no significant mobility among types and categories of higher 
education institutions were observed. 
The findings of this study further disclosed that the newly man­
dated hiring programs have not completely offset the traditional hiring 
practices of colleges and universities. Seventy-six percent of the 
institutions in the sample advertised nationally and at the same time 
invoked the "old boy" practice, and only 24 percent of the time were 
senior level positions filled by individuals who applied directly for the 
position without any prior connections with the institution or the 
individuals doing the hiring. Over half of all jobs and over half of 
the jobs filled by those who did not directly respond to job notices 
went to individuals already at the employing institutions, following a 
national search (Socolow, 1978). This study tends to obviate Lester's 
Inferences of preferential treatment to Blacks over whites and instead 
points more to the maintenance of the status quo. 
The prediction that goals and timetables will lead to the prefer­
ential hiring of women and minorities is of dubious validity at this 
time. If and to the extent that they lead to quotas, contrary to federal 
interpretations of existing guidelines (Holmes, 1974; EEOCC, 1976), 
they are believed to be operating in favor of white males (Scruggs, 1977). 
At one large university, hiring goals were reportedly established by 
using minority availability date based upon their representation in 
prestigious schools, rather than upon the broader availability peel. 
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to reduce the level of underutilization for departmental hiring. Once 
these contracted goals were reached, and no minorities already employed 
had been lost, the subsequent pursuit of minorities was allegedly 
abandoned even to the point of reducing advertising (Steele and Green, 
1976). Reports of this nature tend to indicate that this university and 
perhaps others have engaged in the practice of quota hiring contrary 
to their professed abhorrence of such practices. 
Some progress has been assessed in the hiring of minorities and 
women on specific campuses (Marcus, 1977; Maca, 1976), but this progress 
is exhibited for the most part in higher education employment at the 
lower levels. A 1976 study of 600 four-year institutions, conducted by 
the American Association of University Women (AAUW) revealed that there 
had been no gains made by women since 1973 in holding top level admin­
istrative positions or tenured faculty positions in either private or 
public higher education institutions (Fields, 1978). 
In the administrative hierarchy, 6 percent of the presidents and 
5 percent of the chief business officers were women, the same proportion 
as in 1973, in the institutions studied. The study further disclosed 
that of the chief academic officers, 12 percent were women, up 3 percent, 
and 8 percent of the development officers were women, up 2 percent. 
The advancement of women in the faculty showed a similar movement. 
Woffien were found Eo hold 16 percent of all tenured positions, up one 
half of one percent since 1973, Clustering of women still occurred at 
the lower professional ranks, women in 1576 held only 8 percent of the 
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full professorships, 16 percent of the associate professorships, but 
49 percent of the instructors' positions and 37 percent of the lecturers' 
slots. These findings were summarized by Marjorie Bell, president of 
AAUW, as "change without progress" (Fields, 1978). 
In a more comprehensive survey conducted for the College and Univer­
sity Personnel Association (CUPA), the representation of Blacks and 
women was assessed in 18,035 full-time administrative positions at 
1,037 higher education institutions. For purposes of this survey, insti­
tutions were separated into four categories: predominantly white co­
educational institutions; white women's colleges; white men's colleges; 
and minority institutions. These institutions were further divided by 
sector (public and private) and by educational mission using five 
Carnegie classifications. 
Based upon the findings of this survey, of the 18,035 full-time 
administrators, 79 percent were white men; 14 percent were white women; 
minority men, 5 percent; and minority women, 2 percent. At predominantly 
white coeducational institutions, white men held 96 percent of the chief 
administrative positions and 83 percent of all positions covered in the 
study. At white men's colleges, 88 percent were held by white men; 
approximately 67 percent at women's colleges; and 10 percent at minority 
colleges. 
ApproKjmAtely or-e-half of the minority administrators in the survey 
were employed in the 36 minority participating institutions; the other 
one-half were employed in 1001 white institutions. Under 10 percent of 
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the women were employed in 40 women's colleges and almost 90 percent 
were employed in 976 white and minority coeducational institutions. 
Only 10 percent were employed in 21 men's colleges. 
Both women and Blacks tended to be concentrated in a smaller group 
of jobs. The study revealed that one-half of the women were con­
centrated in 7 of 52 positions whereas one-half of the minorities were 
concentrated In five positions. Only one of the administrative positions 
out of the 52 had a sizeable representation of all four races and sex 
groups. This position—affirmative action/equal opportunity officer— 
was comprised of 20 percent white males; 33 percent minority males; 31 
percent white females; and 16 percent minority females (VanAlystyne, Mensel, 
Withers, and Malott, 1977; VanAlystyne, Withers, and Mensel, 1977). 
In the various salary analyses which have been recently conducted, 
women and minorities have received lower salaries than their white male 
counterparts in all similar positions. The CUPA study disclosed that 
women and minorities were paid about 80 percent of the going rate for 
white men in administrative positions, whereas the findings in the 
AAUW study indicated that women were paid lower than men in faculty 
positions at all ranks. These findings have been supported, with minor 
deviations, by various other studies assessing the import of race and 
sex upon higher education employment (Ferber and Westmiller, 1975; 
Cassara. 1978: Centra; 1975; Magarrell, 1978). 
Whether one supports or opposes affirmative action requirements 
in higher educaLiou as a national policy, the evidence appears to be 
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clear that colleges and universities have made only minor efforts to 
actually implement federal requirements (Fishel, 1976). While new 
structured systems have emerged for accountability, no major changes 
have been observed in factors particularly discriminatory to the hiring 
of women and minorities (Hermes, 1976). There has been little or no 
association between goal setting and achievement in hiring parity (West, 
1976). The limited progress exhibited thus far has elicited concurrence 
from advocates and adversaries alike that the affirmative action program 
is in need of improvement (Friesen, 1976) to overcome deficiencies related 
to staff, research data, institutional support, stability of rules, 
budget and government enforcement (Martin, 1976). Some advocates have 
ventured further to hypothesize that the only way for meaningful progress 
to occur is via the so-called "reverse discrimination" process (Hamblin, 
1976; Solomon and Heeter, 1977). 
Charges that the federal agencies, particularly the Office for 
Civil Rights, have been less than enthusiastic in their enforcement 
tend to be supported by the facts which would tend to obviate any counter 
allegations of widespread use of high-handed tactics by "unelected 
federal bureaucrats" (Todorovich, 1975). 
Based upon the U.S. Civil Rights Commission's report on "The Civil 
Rights Enforcement Effort-1977" (1977), as late as 1974 compliance 
agencies did not have an effective method of Identifying federal con­
tractors, no effective reporting system by which the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance, Che overbighc agency, could determire whether 
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conciliation agreements were being adhered to or even what they 
entailed. 
In this 1977 report, the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare's Office of Civil Rights (DHEW-OCR) was cited as one of three 
federal compliance agencies having a poor compliance record. Reportedly 
the record of this office nationally disclosed extensive periods of 
negotiation with higher education institutions in an effort to effect 
compliance with the basic affirmative action guidelines as they related 
to the submission of an acceptable affiirmative action plan. Such 
negotiations allegedly consumed four years at the University of California 
at Berkeley, four years at the Universities of Washington and Michigan, 
and three years at Harvard, As of August 1977, DHEW-OCR had found 13 
higher education institutions in compliance, or 1.6 percent of the 
total covered by the executive order; 7 had received Interim acceptance; 
of 214 submitted plans, 14 were rejected, 200 were awaiting action; and 
700 campuses had not yet submitted such plans. In none of these instances 
was federal funding terminated. 
Between 1975 and 1977, only five contractors had been debarred 
from receiving federal contracts, two of which were debarred in 1977. 
During this year, two contractors were awaiting an administrative law 
judge's decision and a final administrative determination by OFCCP—one 
by HEW lû 1976 and one in 1977—none of which were colleges. As of July 
1977, six contractors were awaiting an administrative hearing, the report 
stated. 
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Based upon this enforcement record and the progress made by higher 
education institutions in complying with affirmative action good faith 
effort requirements, the program has been described as "an illusion" 
(Gittell, 1975) and as "the finest piece of distraction that a white 
middle class mentality has conceived since the doctrine 'separate but 
equal'" (Gonzales, 1975). Perhaps the most scathing attack against 
higher education and the enforcement agencies to date has been launched 
by John Reilly in his article written for the Forum, entitled "The 
Function of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action in Higher Educa­
tion" (1978). 
Reilly perceives higher education's approach to equal opportunity 
and affirmative action as mercenary and restrictive in that it allegedly 
strives to do the least and gain the most. He maintains that the need 
to disguise discriminatory practices enhances the methods used by 
higher education which become more elaborate. He extracts lines from 
Shakespeare's MacBeth to describe federal enforcement agencies as "a 
poor player that struts and frets its hours upon the stage and then is 
heard no more...full of sound and fury signifying nothing." And of 
affirmative action officers, he had the following to say; 
"... (their) greatest hazard...is self-deception...to 
avoid these pitfalls...they need only to apprehend 
their true positions within the vast corporate and 
political scheme of which academe is an extricable 
part. They are employed to be window dressers—not 
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to right the wrongs but to make the wrongs look 
right. They are the sentinels of the status quo, 
the spooks who sit by the door to convey the impres­
sion that all is well within. Their jobs are not to 
defer acts of discrimination, but to deter complaints 
of discrimination...V 
The criticisms which have been advanced with respect to the implemen­
tation and enforcement of the affirmative action program in higher 
education have not been totally without merit. Current rules and regula­
tions are open to different interpretations and as such, have led to 
bickering among the various enforcement agencies with pendant jurisdic­
tion; higher education institutions have had to submit multiple affirma­
tive action plans for approval due to changes in rules and/or their inter­
pretation; implementing affirmative action programs are costly; and 
there are in fact fewer minorities and females in the qualified pool of 
doctorate holders. In spite of these truisms, the continuous filing of 
complaints tends to indicate that there is a problem in higher education 
with respect to the employment of minorities and women and in their treat­
ment after employment. While there has been much discussion of the 
issues of widespread reverse discrimination, the evidence in support of 
this allegation has not yet been presented. 
Most of the research conducted to date has focused on such aspects 
of affirmative action as faculty and administrator's attitudes towards 
affirmative action; the impact of collective bargaining and programs 
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of affirmative action on the role of higher education personnel officers 
(Persson, 1976), the impact of change due to affirmative action in 
clusters of institutions (Haycock, 1976), Afro-American manpower (Gatewood, 
1975), and others previously mentioned. No studies have been discerned 
during the review of the literature on this subject which deals with the 
proportionate employment of new doctorate recipients nationwide by race 
and sex. It is this area toward which this research is directed. 
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CHAPTER III - RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
Population 
The population used for the purpose of the study includes all Black 
and white native-born United States citizens who were awarded the doctor­
ate degree in the United States between years 1973 and 1977 inclusively. 
Data for purposes of this study were secured from the National Research 
Council (Washington, D.C.). From these data the following tables 
were derived: 
Table I 
Postdoctoral Employment and Study Plans of Doctoral Recipients 
(Blacks and whites who are native-born U.S. citizens only) in fiscal 
years 1973-1977 by sex (percent of total responses). 
Table 2 
Field of Doctoral Degree of Recipients (Black and white who are 
native-born U.S. citizens only and who have definite employment plans) 
in fiscal years 1973-1977 by type of employment and by sex (percent of 
total responses). 
Table 4 
Higher Education Institutions Employing Doctoral Recipients 
(Slack and white who are native-born U.S. citizens only and who have 
definite employment plans) in fiscal years 1973-1977 by sex, Carnegie 
Classifications and primary work activity (percent of total responses). 
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Table 5 
Number of Predominantly Black Institutions Employing Doctoral 
Recipients by Race and Sex, 1973-1977. 
Table 6 
Number of Predominantly White Institutions Employing Black Doctoral 
Recipients, 1973-1977. 
Source of Data 
These data were obtained from the Doctorate Records file of the 
Commission on Human Resources of the National Research Council. The 
Doctorate Records file contains responses to questionnaires completed 
by virtually all individuals who have earned doctorates in all fields in 
the United States from 1958 to the present. 
The survey of earned doctorates from which this file is compiled 
provides information on the educational history, background data and 
plans of degree recipients at the time the degree was awarded. It 
includes research doctorates in all fields and applied research doctorates 
such as Doctor of Education, Doctor of Arts, Doctor of Musical Arts and 
Doctor of Engineering, but excludes such professional degrees as Doctor 
of Medicine, Doctor of Dental Science and Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
Data Collection and Limitations 
The survey questionnaire of earned doctorates is administered to 
all graduates completing the requirements for the doctorate degree by 
the awarding graduate schools. Due to the use of obsolete forms by some 
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institutions, some questions are reported as "unknown" which fail to 
produce total responses in all cases. To compensate for this weakness, 
only reported responses have been included in this study with no attempts 
being made to assume random distribution for allocation among the cate­
gories used. 
Research Methods 
No attempt has been made to utilize all of the data which was 
obtained for the purpose of this study due to time constraints and other 
considerations. Instead, only four areas have been selected for compara­
tive purposes. These areas include; 
1) General Employment Plans of Doctoral Recipients: 1973-1977 
2) General Higher Education Employment Plans of Doctoral Recip­
ients: 1973-1977 
3) Higher Education Employment Plans of Doctoral Recipients by 
Types of Institutions 
4) Higher Education Employment rlaus ul Doctoral Recipients by 
Major Responsibilities 
Throughout this study, attempts have been made to determine in 
each of these areas whether significant proportionate changes have 
occurred between 1973 and 1977 for each study group (white males, Black 
males, white females, and Black females), and whether such changes 
are related to race and/or sex. Hypotheses 1 through 9 have been tested 
in each of these study groups. 
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The chi square (X ) parametric statistic was used throughout this 
study for analyzing the research findings. The data utilized for 
comparative purposes are in the form of frequency counts and set forth 
in tables by observed and expected frequency counts with the expected 
counts being included in parentheses. Where percentages are calculated 
they have been also enclosed by parentheses. The asterisk (*) following 
the chi square values in the tables denotes significant differences. 
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CHAPTER IV - RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSES 
Employment Plans of Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
The findings of this research have been presented in this Chapter 
under the following four major headings: General Employment Plans; 
General Higher Education Employment Plans; Higher Education Employment 
Plans by Types of Instruction; and Higher Education Employment Plans 
by Major Responsibilities. 
General Employment Plans 
Between 1973 and 1977 United States institutions of higher educa­
tion awarded 129,182 doctoral degrees in all fields of study to United 
States native-born citizens. Seventy-seven (77) percent of the total 
degrees awarded were received by male and 23 percent by females. The 
number and percentage of degrees awarded when assessed by race/ethnicity 
and sex can be discerned from Table 1. 
Table 1. Number and Percentage of Doctoral Degrees Awarded to Native-
born United States Citizens in all Fields of Study Between 
1973 and 1977, by United States Higher Education Institutions 
and by Race and Sex. 
Race Sex Total 
Male Female 
Whites 
Slacks 
Other Minorities 
Total 
86,067 
(86.3) 
2,923 
(2.9) 
10,706 
(10.7) 
99,702 
25,271 
(75.7) 
1 , 6 0 1  
(5.4) 
2,608 
(8 .8)  
29,ABO 
111,338 
4,530 
13,314 
129,182 
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Of the total number of Blacks and whites receiving doctoral degrees 
during this five-year period, 95,239 (74 percent) were reportedly seek­
ing employment or had definite employment plans upon reciept of the 
degree. Those reporting definite postdoctoral study plans, seeking 
postdoctoral study, and no postdoctoral plans totalled 33,943 (26 percent). 
The available employment pool of doctoral recipients having definite 
employment plans and those seeking employment increased slightly over 
this period for each group. White males increased from 13,255 in 1973 to 
an average of 14,274 or 1.1 percent over the next four years (Table 2). 
The peak year for this group was 1974 with gradual declines over the 
next three years reaching a new low in 1977. Black males increased in 
1974 and 1975, remained at the 1975 level in 1976 and increased again 
in 1977 reaching a new high (Table 3). The increase for this group was 
approximately 1.5 percent from 376 in 1973 to an average Increase of 560. 
The number of white female doctoral recipients increased in 1974 and 
1975, reached its highest level in 1976 and gradually declined in 
1977 (Table 4). The average increase over the 1973 level from 3,123, 
to approximately 4,432 was 1.4 percent. Black female doctoral recipients 
increased annually between 1973 and 1976 and decreased over the 1976 
level in 1977 (Table 5). The increase for this group was 2.4 percent, 
up from 133 in 1973 to an average of 323 over the next four years. 
In order to determine if the above annual fluctuations impacted 
significantly upon the proportions of those having definite employment 
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plans and those seeking employment upon receipt of the degree, Hypotheses 1 
was tested with each study group (Black males. Black females, white 
males, white females). 
Hypothesis 1: There was no significant change in the porportion (percent) 
of doctoral recipients having definite employment plans 
upon receipt of the degree during the years 1973-1977 
despite the annual increases/decreases in the total 
availability pool. 
For white male doctoral recipients, this hypothesis must be rejected 
as the proportion did change significantly during the years 1973-1977 as 
reported in Table 2. 
Table 2. Postdoctoral Employment Plans of White Male Doctoral 
Recipients: 1973 to 1977 
Employment Year of Degrees 
r iana 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Definite 10,547 11,723 11,482 10,823 9,744 54,319 
(10,234) (11,608) (11,451) (11,003) (10,022) 
Seeking 2,708 3,311 3,349 3,428 3,236 16,032 
(3,021) (3,426) (3,380) (3,248) (2,958) 
Total 13,255 15,034 14,831 14,251 12,980 70,351 
X = 94.127* alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9.488 
The number of white male doctoral recipients having definite 
employment plans upon receipt of the degree reached its peak in 1974 
and was followed by decreases annually over the next three years. The 
years representing the most significant changes with regard to the number 
of white males in this survey group seeking employment and those reporting 
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definite employment plans were 1973 and 1977, Approximately 80 percent 
of the new doctoral recipients reported definite employment plans upon 
receipt of the degree in 1973 while only 75 percent reported such plans 
in 1977. The changes during the interim years were not significant. 
Black male doctoral recipients having definite employment plans 
increased by an overall average of 49 percent. However, no changes in 
proportions were observed. In 1973, the ratio of those having definite 
employment to those seeking employment was approximately 72.1 percent. 
By 1977 this percentage increased approximately 1 percent. The increases 
in fluctuation during any year of this time period was on the average 
not found to be significant. The observed and expected frequencies 
used in the test of significance for this group are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3. Postdoctoral Employment Plans for Black Male Doctoral 
Recipients: 1973 to 1977 
Employment Year of Degree 
Plans 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Definite 271 382 405 405 426 1,889 
(272) (366) (414) (414) (423) 
Seeking 105 125 168 168 160 726 
(104) (141) (159) (159) (163) 
Total 376 507 573 573 586 2,615 
= 4. 015 alpha 05,4 d.f. « 9.488 
White female doctoral recipients having definite employment increased 
numerically during the period by approximately 42 percent. This increase, 
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as with the Black male recipients, did not affect the proportionate rela­
tionship. Approximately 68 percent of the available female labor pool 
had definite employment plans in 1973; approximately 68 percent also 
had such plans in 1977 with no significant proportionate changes being 
evinced during the intervening years (see Table 4). 
Table 4. Postdoctoral Employment Plans for White Female 
Recipients: 1973 to 1977 
Employment Year of Degree 
f lans 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Definite 2,107 2,561 3,046 3,174 3,176 14,064 
(2,107) (2,568) (3,025) (3,201) (3,163) 
Seeking 1,016 1,246 1,438 1,572 1,513 6,785 
(1,016) (1,239) (1,459) (1,545) (1,526) 
Total 3,123 3,807 4,484 4,746 4,689 20,849 
= 1. 371 alpha 05 I
I 9.488 
When an analysis was made of the employment plans of Black female 
Hector?»! rerinlentR. this group was found to have increased numerically 
by 137 percent over the five-year period. However, in spite of this 
large increase, this group still experienced a proportionate decrease 
over 1973 by approximately 4 percent; down from 70 percent in 1973 to 
66 percent in 1977. This decrease, however, was not found to be 
significant as reported in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Postdoctoral Employment Plans for Black Female Doctoral 
Recipients: 1973 to 1977 
Employment Year of Degree 
Plans 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Definite 93 152 220 267 243 975 
(91) (157) (213) (262) (252) 
Seeking 40 78 91 115 125 449 
(42) (73) (98) (120) (116) 
Total 133 230 311 382 360 1,424 
= 2.692 alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9.488 
In observing the trends of employment plans for all four groups of 
doctoral recipients, a further test was conducted to determine if 
race and/or sex were significant factors in employment when all years 
were combined. In other words, was a higher proportion of one study 
group reporting definite employment plans in relation to its representa­
tion in the total pool than another indicating a preference or tendency 
based upon race or sex. 
To test for significant differences in definite employment plans, 
Hypothesis 2 was first applied for the four groups together by race and 
sex, and subsequently by race and sex groupings separately. 
Hypothesis 2: The definite employment plans of doctoral recipients 
do not differ significantly by race and/or sex when the 
years 1973 through 1977 are combined. 
When all groups combineu wece tested against this hypothesis by 
race and sex as shown in Table 6, a significant difference was found to 
exist Indicating that the definite employment plans of doctoral recipients 
do tend to differ significantly by race and sex. 
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Table 6. Postdoctoral Employment Plans of Doctoral Recipients 
by Race and Sex; 1973 to 1977 Combined 
Employment Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Plans White Black Total 
Male Female Male Female 
Definite 54,319 14,064 1,889 975 71,247 
(52,629) (15,597) (1,956) (1,065) 
Seeking 16,032 6,785 726 449 23,992 
(17,722) (5,252) (659) (359) 
Total 70,351 20,849 2,615 1,424 95,239 
X = 850.848* alpha 05,3 d.f . = 7.815 
Seventy-seven (77) percent of the white male doctorate recipients 
available for employment had definite employment plans upon receipt of 
the degree when all years are combined. This contrasted with 67 percent 
for white females, 72 percent for Black males and 68 percent for Black 
females. 
When similar tests were conducted among groups having definite 
employment plans on the basis of race, white doctoral recipients exhibited 
a significant difference in the proportion having definite employment 
plans, 75 percent, as compared to Black doctoral recipients with 71 
percent. The summary of the data tested for significance for these 
racial groups is presented in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Postdoctoral Employment Plans for Doctoral Recipients by 
Race: 1973 to 1977 Combined 
Employment Doctoral Recipients by Race 
Plans White Black Total 
Definite 68,383 
(68,225) 
2,864 
(3,022) 
71,047 
Seeking 22,817 
(22,975) 
1,175 
(1,017) 
23,992 
Total 91,200 4,039 95,239 
= 34.261* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
A significant difference in definite employment plans was also 
observed when males were tested against females as shown in Table 8. 
In this test 77 percent of the males had definite employment plans 
compared to 68 percent for females. 
Table 8. Postdoctoral Employment Plans for Doctoral Recipients 
by Sex: 1973 to 1977 Combined 
Employment Doctoral Recipients by Sex 
Plans Male Female Total 
Definite 56,208 
(54,585) 
15,039 
(16,662) 
71,247 
Seeking 16,758 
(18,381) 
7,234 
(5,611) 
23,992 
Total 72,966 22,273 95,239 
= 819.942* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
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When definite employment plans of white males were tested against 
Black males as shown in Table 9—77 percent of the white males had 
definite employment plans in contrast to 72 percent for Black males. 
Table 9. Postdoctoral Employment Plans of Male Doctoral Recipients 
by Race: 1973 to 1977 Combined 
Employment Male Doctoral Recipients by Race 
Plans Black White Total 
Definite 1,889 54,319 56,208 
(2,014) (54,194) 
Seeking 726 16,032 16,758 
(601) (16,157) 
Total 2,615 70,351 72,966 
= 35.011* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
Among Black doctoral recipients, Black females reported a lower 
percentage (68 percent) having definite employment plans upon receipt 
of the degree than Black males (72 percent). This percentage difference 
was found to be significant as reflected by Table 10. 
Table 10. Postdoctoral Employment Plans of Black Doctoral Recipients 
by Sex: 1973 to 1977 Combined 
Employment Black Doctoral Recipients by Sex 
Plans Males Females Total 
Definite 1,889 975 2,864 
(1,854) (1,010) 
Seeking 726 449 1,175 
(761) (414) 
Total 2,615 1,424 4,039 
X'" = 6.443* alpha 05,1 d.f. « 3.841 
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No significant differences were found to exist when analyses were 
conducted with females on the basis of race as shown in Table 11. The 
proportions for these groups were 67 percent for white females and 68 
percent for Black females. 
Table 11. Postdoctoral Employment Plans of Female Doctoral Recipients 
by Race: 1973 to 1977 Combined. 
Plans Black White Total 
Definite 975 
(962) 
14,064 
(14,077) 
15,039 
Seeking 449 
(462) 
6,785 
(6,772) 
7,234 
Total 1,424 20,849 22,273 
2 
X = ,579 alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
In Table 12, a significant difference in definite employment plans 
was observed to the advantage of the white male doctoral degree recipient 
(77 percent) when compared with white females (67 percent). 
Table 12. Postdoctoral Employment of White Doctoral Recipients 
by Race: 1973 to 1977 Combined 
Employment White Doctoral Recipients by Sex 
Plans Males Females Total 
Definite 54,319 14,064 68,383 
(52,750) (15,633) 
Seeking 16,032 6,785 22,817 
(17,601) (5,216) 
Total 70,351 20,849 91,200 
= 815.968* alpha 05,1 d.f. - 3.841 
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The data derived from the preceding analyses tend to indicate that 
while white male doctoral recipients having definite employment plans 
upon receipt of the degree have experienced the most significant 
decreases during this period, this group, nevertheless, continues to 
enjoy a significant advantage when compared with the availability of 
all other groups in the study. In comprising approximately 74 percent 
of the total available pool, 76 percent of its members reported 
definite employment plans for filling the available positions for which 
commitments have been made. 
Female doctoral recipients comprise approximately 22 percent of 
the pool and have definite employment plans for 20 percent of the avail­
able positions. 
The proportions for Black male and female doctoral recipients in 
the pool and those having definite employment plans are approximately 
the same. Black males represent approximately 3 percent of the pool 
and 3 percent reported definite employment plans. The ratio for Black 
females was 1.5 percent and 1.4 percent respectively. 
Higher Education Employment Plans 
During the period of this study, 71,153 doctoral recipients reported 
definite employment plans by various types of employers. Among these 
employers were four year colleges and universities, junior colleges, 
elementary and secondary schools, foreign governments, the United 
States federal Government, state and local governments, nonprofit 
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organizations, business and industry, self employment and others. Of 
this total, however, over one-half C6i percent), or 43,429 of the 
recipients, reported definite employment plans with regard to higher 
education. Those reporting such plans in higher education by race and 
sex were as follows: white males, 31,512 (73 percent); white females, 
9,959 (23 percent); Black males, 1,261 (3 percent); and Black females, 
697 (2 percent). 
In an effort to determine the impact of employment of doctoral 
recipients by nonhigher education entities upon higher education 
institutional employment, two hypotheses were tested with each study 
group for this purpose. The first of these was formulated as Hypothesis 3. 
Hypothesis 3; There was no significant change in the proportion (percent) 
of doctoral recipients reporting definite higher educa­
tion employment plans during 1973 - 1977 despite employ­
ment by the non-academic sector. 
Higher education institutions, as used in this context, included 
all four-year colleges and universities and two-year colleges combined 
to obtain a single total for comparisons. 
In testing this hypothesis using white males only as shown in 
Table 13, the overall changes in higher education employment for the 
five year period were found to be significant. The proportion of white 
males reporting definite higher education employment plans in 19/1 was 
61 percent. This percentage decreased to 55 percent in 1977. With the 
exception of 1974 in which members of this group reported significant 
increases in non-higher education employment and during 1973 and 1977. 
changes for the two other years were not significant. 
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Table 13. White Male Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment 
Plans by Year and Type of Employer: 1973 to 1977 
Type of Year of Employment Plans 
Employer 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Higher 6,452 6,959 6,530 6,195 5,376 31,512 
Education (6,121) (6,803) (6,654) (6,276) (5,658) 
Non-Higher 4,060 4,723 4,897 4,582 4,341 22,603 
Education (4,391) (4,879) (4,773) (4,501) (4,059) 
Total 10,512 11,682 11,427 10,777 9,717 54,115 
= 93. 097* alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9. 488 
The changes which occurred when this hypothesis was tested with 
white females only were also found to be significant. Members of this 
group reported a proportionate increase of approximately 2 percent in 
1974 (75 percent) over 1973 (73 percent) and a decrease by approximately 
8 percent in 1976 to 65 percent. The overall decrease for members of 
this group during this period was approximately 3 percent from 1973 
when the four years were totalled and averaged for the four succeeding 
years (70 percent). The test of significance for these o^'erell changes 
can be discerned from Table 14. 
Table 14 White Female Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite 
Employment Plans by Year and Type of Employer: 1973 to 
1977 
Type of Year of Employment Plans 
Employer 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Higher 1,539 1.901 2.153 2,200 2,166 9,959 
Education (1,470) (1,788) (2,120) (2,360) (2,221) 
Non-Higher 557 647 869 1,164 999 4,236 
Education (626) (760) (902) (1,004) (944) 
Total 2,096 2,548 3,022 3,364 3,165 14,195 
II 418* alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9. 
00 00 
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Black male doctoral recipients having definite higher education 
employment plans exceeded the 1973 level numerically in all succeeding 
years, but at the same time registered a percentage decrease of approxi­
mately 4 percent, from 71 percent in 1973 to an average of 67 percent 
for the remaining years. The overall decrease, however, was not found 
to be significant, nor were there any significant changes observed in 
any given year with regard to proportionality over 1973 (see Table 15). 
Table 15. Black Male Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite 
Employment Plans by Year and Type of Employer; 
1973 to 1977 
Type of Year of Definite Plans 
Employer 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Higher 191 266 270 258 276 1,261 
Education (181) (255) (271) (269) (285) 
Non=HighGr 78 112 132 142 147 611 
Education (88) (123) (131) (131) (138) 
Total 269 373 402 400 423 1,872 
11 4.509 alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9.488 
When the test was applied to Black female doctoral recipients, 
as can be gleaned from Table 16, the changes which occurred, as with 
the Black male, were determined to be insignificant despite an overall 
average proportionate decrease of approximately 5 percent, down from 
77 percent In 1973 to an average of 72 percent. 
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Table 16. Black Female Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite 
Employment Plans by Year and Type of Employer: 
1973 to 1977 
Type of Year of Employment Plans 
Employment 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Higher 72 114 153 188 170 697 
Education (67) (109) (156) (190) (173) 
Non-Higher 21 38 64 80 71 274 
Education (26) (43) (61) (75) (68) 
Total 93 152 217 265 241 968 
= 3 
.000 alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9.488 
As can be gleaned from the above data, all groups studied exhibited 
a percentage decline in definite higher education employment plans, 
however, those for both Black males and females were determined to be 
insignificant. Of all the groups, however, only the white male group 
as indicated during 1977 decreased numerically in such plans below the 
1973 level. 
In observing the above percentage decreases for each of the study 
groups having definite higher education employment plans upon receipt 
of the doctoral degree, a second hypothesis was formulated to determine 
if such employment was independent of such factors as race and sex 
when all years were combined. 
The hypothesis tested by race and sex was as follows: 
Hypotheais 4; The proportion (percent) of Black and white doctoral 
recipients having definite higher education employment 
plans upon receipt of the degree is not significantly 
related to the race and/or sex of the recipient when the 
years 1973 to 1977 are combined. 
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In testing this hypothesis with all groups as in Table 17, this 
hypothesis was rejected. White males were more heavily represented 
with non-higher education definite employment plans. While having 
definite employment plans for approximately 73 percent (31,512/43,429) 
of all higher education positions, this sum nevertheless represented 
only 58 percent (31,512/54,115) of all white males having definite 
employment plans. By contrast, 70 percent (9,959/14,195) of all white 
females had definite higher education employment plans which constituted 
23 percent (9,959/43,429) of the positions reported; 67 percent 
(1,261/1,872) with Black males for 3 percent (1,261/43,429) of the 
positions reported; and 72 percent (697/971) of the Black females for 
2 percent (697/43,429) of the reported positions. In terms of the 
total availably pool, 44 percent (31,512/71,153) of the white males 
had definite higher education employment plans; white females, 14 percent 
(9,959/71,153); Black males, 2 percent (1,261/71,153); and. Black females, 
2 percent (697/71,173). 
Table 17. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment Plans 
by Race and Sex and by Type of Employment; 1973 to 
1977 Combined 
Type of Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Employer White Black Total 
Male Female Male Female 
Higher 31,512 9,959 1,261 697 43,429 
Education (33,030) (3,665) (1,143) (593) 
Non-Higher 22,603 4,236 611 274 27,724 
Education (21,085) (5,531) (729) (378) 
Total 54,115 14,195 1,872 971 71,153 
X = 753.633* alpha 05,3 d . f, = 7. 815 
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Race was determined to be a significant factor when the two racial 
groups were compared as shown in Table 18 in favor of Black doctoral 
recipients as 69 percent of this group had definite higher education 
employment plans while comprising 5 percent of the reported positions. 
Commitments on the other hand for 96 percent of the reported positions 
resided with 61 percent of the white population. 
Table 18. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment 
Plans by Race and Type of Employer; 1973 to 1977 
Combined 
Type of Doctoral Recipients by Race 
Employer White Black Total 
Higher 41,471 1,958 43,429 
Education (41,694) (1,735) 
Non-Higher 26,839 885 27,724 
Education (26,616) (1,108) 
Total 68,310 2,843 71,153 
= 76.605* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
A sigtiificàitL uiffêtêL'iCê was àlao determined to exist when doctoral 
recipients were compared by sex, 59 percent males to 70 percent females, 
as shown in Table 19. 
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Table 19. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment 
Plans by Sex and Type of Employer; 1973 to 1977 
Combined 
Type of 
Employer 
Doctoral Recipients by Sex 
Male Female Total 
Higher 32,773 10,656 43,429 
Education (34,172) (9,257) 
Non-Higher 23,214 4,510 27,724 
Education (21,815) (5,909) 
Total 55,987 15,166 71,153 
= 689.646* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
When males were compared by race as in Table 20, the ratio of 
white males to Black males having definite higher education employment 
plans and 52 percent and 67 percent respectively. 
Table 20. Male Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment 
Flans by Race and Type of Employment: 1973 to 1977 
Combined 
Type of Male Doctoral Recipients by Race 
Employment White Black Total 
Higher 31,512 1,261 32,773 
Education (31,677) (1,096) 
Non-Higher 22,603 611 23,214 
Education (22,438) (776) 
Total 54,115 1,872 55,987 
= 61.996* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
No significant differences were found when females were compared 
on the basis of race which were 70 percent white, 72 percent Black as 
reported in Table 21. 
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Table 21. Female Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite 
Employment Plans by Race and Type of Employer: 
1973 to 1977 Combined 
Type of Female Doctoral Recipients by Race 
Employer White Black Total 
Higher 9,959 697 10,656 
Education (9,974) (682) 
Non-Higher 4,236 274 4,510 
Education (4,221) (289) 
Total 14,195 971 15,166 
= 1.185 alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.811 
Further tests were conducted of higher education employment to 
determine if the changes which occurred during this period significantly 
altered the employment patterns of Blacks being employed by predominantly 
Black and white higher education institutions and whites being employed 
by predominantly Black institutions. No tests were conducted to compare 
the employment of Blacks and whites having definite employment plans 
at predominantly whits Institutions as data %hich v?ciild have made this 
possible were not originally requested. 
Between 1973 and 1977, 774 Blacks (467 males and 307 females) 
reported definite employment plans by predominantly Black institutions. 
Hypothesis 5 was used to ascertain whether changes in the employment 
patterns were slRnificant over the five year period for Blacks in 
predominantly Black and white higher education institutions and whites 
in predominantly Black higher education institutions by sex. 
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Hypothesis 5: There was no significant change in the proportion (per­
cent) of Black doctoral recipients reporting definite 
employment plans by predominantly white and Black institu­
tions of higher education and by whites in predominantly 
Black institutions of higher education between 1973 - 1977 
by sex. 
When this hypothesis was applied to Black doctoral recipients, the 
changes as shown in Table 22 were found to be significant in spite of 
the small numerical increases for both sexes. Black females evinced 
significant increases in 1974 and 1976. 
Table 22. Black Doctoral Recipients Having Definite Employment 
Plans in Predominantly Black Higher Education 
Institutions: 1973 to 1977 
Year of Employment Plans 
Sex 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Males 78 114 99 82 94 467 
(68) (98) (99) (101) (101) 
Females 34 49 66 85 73 307 
(44) (65) (66) (66) (66) 
Total 112 163 165 167 167 774 
f = 20.565 * alpha 05 ,4 d.f. = 9.488 
Based on the number of reported Black institutions tendering offers 
of employment, each institution employed on the average 1.7 females and 
2.1 males per year (see Table 23). 
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Table 23. Average Employment of Black Doctoral Recipients by 
Predominantly Black Higher Education Institutions 
by Year and Sex; 1973 to 1977 
Sex of Number of Number of Average Number 
Year of Doctorate Doctorates Employing per Employing 
Employment Employed Employed Institutions Institution 
1973 Male 78 37 2.1 
Female 34 28 1.2 
1974 Male 114 48 2.4 
Female 49 31 1.5 
1975 Male 99 46 2.2 
Female 66 34 1.9 
1976 Male 82 40 2.1 
Female 85 43 2.0 
1977 Male 94 47 2.0 
Female 73 40 1.8 
Total Male 467 218 2.1 
Female 307 176 1.7 
A significant difference was also observed when this hypothesis 
was applied to Blacks having definite plans for employment by predominantly 
white institutions (see Table 24). 
Table 24. Black Doctoral Recipients Having Definite Employment 
Plans in Predominantly White Higher Education 
Institutions by Sex: 1973 to 1977 
Year of Employment Plans 
Sex 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Male 107 144 158 166 166 741 
(94) (138) (161) (179) (169) 
Female 33 61 80 99 84 357 
(46) (67) (77) (86) (81) 
Total 140 205 238 265 250 1,098 
X'' = 9.516* alpha 05,4 d.f. = 9.488 
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As can be seen in Table 25, white institutions employed an average 
of 1.3 Black males and 1.2 Black females per year yet the employment of 
Black females was found to be significant. 
Table 25. Average Employment of Black Doctoral Recipients by 
Predominantly White Higher Education Institutions 
by Year and Sex: 1973 to 1977 
Sex of Number of Number of Average Number 
Year of Doctorate Doctorates Employing per Employing 
Employment Employed Employed Institutions Institution 
1973 Male 107 87 1.2 
Female 33 32 1.0 
1974 Male 144 112 1.3 
Female 61 53 1.2 
1975 Male 158 117 1.4 
Female 80 72 1.1 
1976 Male 166 130 1.3 
Female 99 84 1.2 
1977 Male 166 134 1.2 
Female 84 67 1.3 
Total Male 741 580 1.3 
Female 357 308 1.2 
No significant changes were observed when white males and females 
were tested against this hypothesis over the five year period as can 
be observed in Table 26, 
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Table 26. White Doctoral Recipients Having Definite Employment 
Plans in Predominantly Black Higher Education 
Institutions by Year and Sex; 1973 to 1977 
Year of Enployment Plans 
Sex 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Male 77 67 70 74 52 340 
(69) (69) (74) (75) (53) 
Female 18 27 31 28 21 125 
(26) (25) (27) (27) (20) 
Total 95 94 101 102 73 465 
= 4.536 alpha 05.4 d.f. = 9.488 
The average number of whites employed by predominantly Black institu­
tions, 1.6 males and 1.3 females per institution, compares favorably with 
the average number of Blacks employed by predominantly white institu­
tions on a per institution basis (see Table 27). 
Table 27. Average Employment of White Doctoral Recipients by 
Predominantly Black Higher Education Institutions 
by Year and Sex; 1973 to 1977 
Year of 
Enplcysient 
Sex of 
Doctorate 
Employed 
Number 
Doctorates 
Eaplcycd 
Number of 
Employing 
Institutions 
Average Number 
per Employing 
Institution 
1973 Male 77 47 1.6 
Female 18 14 1.3 
1974 Male 67 43 1.6 
Female 27 20 1.4 
1975 Male 70 41 1.7 
Female 31 24 1.3 
1976 Male 74 45 1.6 
Female 28 24 1.2 
1977 Male 52 33 1.6 
Female 21 17 1.2 
Total Male 340 209 1.6 
Female 125 99 1.3 
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A final test was conducted with regard to the employment of Black 
doctoral recipients by predominantly white institutions of higher 
education and of white doctoral recipients by predominantly Black 
institutions of higher education employing the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 6: There is no significant difference in the employment of 
Black doctoral recipients by predominantly white institu­
tions and of white doctoral recipients by predominantly 
Black institutions based on race and sex. 
This hypothesis was rejected by the data as reported in Table 28. 
Table 28. A Comparison of Black Doctoral Recipients Having Definite 
Employment Plans in Predominantly White Higher Education 
Institutions with White Doctoral Recipients Having 
Definite Employment Plans in Predominantly Black Higher 
Education Institutions by Sex; 1973 to 1977 
Sex of Recipients 
Male Female Total 
Black Doctoral Recipients Having 
Definite Employment Plans in 
Predominantly White Institutions 
741 
(759) 
357 
(339) 
1,098 
White Doctoral Recipients Having 
Definite Employment Plans in 
Predominantly Black Institutions 
340 
(322) 
125 
(143) 
465 
Total 1,081 482 1,563 
= 4.655 alpha 05,1 d.f. - 3.841 
Based upon the data presented in this table, a significantly greater 
proportion of Black males and females have definite commitments for 
employment by predominantly white institutions than white doctoral 
recipients having definite employment in predominantly Black institu­
tions. The proportions for Black with commitments in predominantly 
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white institutions are 66 percent for males and 74 percent for females, 
while the proportions for white in predominantly Black institutions 
are 32 percent for males and 26 percent for females. 
When the employment of Black doctoral recipients in predominantly 
Black institutions Is compared with their employment in predominantly 
white institutions, significantly more Blacks are employed by predom­
inantly white institutions as shown in Table 29. 
Table 29. A Comparison of Black Doctoral Recipients Having 
Definite Employment Plans in Predominantly Black 
and Predominantly White Institutions by Sex and by 
Combined Years 1973 to 1977 
Sex of Doctoral Recipients 
Male Female Total 
Black Doctoral Recipients Having 
Definite Employment Plans in 
Predominantly Black Institutions 
467 
(499) 
307 
(275) 
774 
Black Doctoral Recipients Having 
Definite Employment Plans in 
Predominantly White Institutions 
741 
(709) 
357 
(389) 
1,098 
Total 1.208 664 1,872 
= 9.852* alpha 05,1 d.f. = 3.841 
These proportions are 39 percent Black males and 47 percent Black 
females in predominantly Black institutions and 47 percent Black males 
and 61 percent Black females in predominantly white institutions. 
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Higher Education Employment Plans by Race, 
Sex and Classification of Institution 
The study attempted further to determine which types of institu­
tions (Carnegie Classifications) employed the greater number of new 
doctoral recipients and whether the employment pattern changed signifi­
cantly over the five year period for each study group, when all classifi­
cations of institutions were compared. 
The major employers for recent white male doctoral recipients as 
shown in Table 30 are comprehensive universities and colleges and research 
universities. These two classifications of institutions combined employed 
approximately 56 percent of the white males receiving the doctoral degree 
during the past five years. 
Table 30. Number and Percent of White male Doctoral Recipients 
Reporting Definite Higher Education Plans by 
Classification of the Institution: 1973 to 1977 
Type of Year of Employment Plans 
Institution 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
1,652 1 7£A 1 SCO 1,636 1,490 S, 344 
(25.7) (25.3) (27.6) (26.4) (27.7) 
Doctoral 812 930 849 748 733 4,072 
Granting (12.6) (13.3) (13.0) (12.1) (13.6) 
Comprehensive 2,138 2,197 1,891 1,750 1,426 9,402 
(33.1) (31.6) (28.9) (28.2) (26.5) 
Liberal Arts 803 903 777 826 612 3,921 
(12.5) (13.0) (11.9) (13.3) (11.4) 
Two Year 465 502 562 592 532 2,653 
Colleges (7.2) (7,2) (8,6) (9.6) (9.9) 
Other 576 667 651 643 583 3,120 
(8.93) (9.6) (10.0) (10.4) (10.9) 
Total 6,452 6,959 6,530 6-195 5,376 31,512 
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In assessing the changes which occurred over the period of time, 
the increases/decreases in employment patterns were found to be signifi­
cant in all types of higher education institutions. The tabulated value 
for chi square (143.722) was found to be greater than alpha 05, with 
30 degrees of freedom (31.410). The greatest percentage changes in the 
employment of members of this group occurred in comprehensive univer­
sities and colleges (15 percent) and in two-year colleges (18 percent). 
Comprehensive universities and colleges and research institutions 
also served as the major employer of white female doctoral recipients 
obtaining higher education employment. Combined, these classifications 
employed in comparable numbers approximately 55 percent of the total 
having definite employment plans (see Table 31), 
Table 31. Number and Percent of White Female Doctoral Recipients 
Reporting Definite Higher Education Employment Plans 
by Classification of Institutions; 1973 to 1977 
Major Focus Year of Employment Plans 
of Institution 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research 404 544 590 589 566 2,693 
(26.3) (28.6) (27.4) (26.8) (26.1) (27.0) 
Doctoral 171 228 281 264 269 1,213 
Granting (11.1) (12.0) (13.1) (12.0) (12.4) (12.2) 
Comprehensive 469 543 613 566 548 2,739 
(30.5) (28.6) (28.5) (25.7) (25.3) (27.5) 
Liberal Arts 250 291 315 349 341 1,546 
(16.2) (15.3) (14.6) (15.9) (15.8) (15.5) 
Two-Year 119 150 164 213 190 836 
Colleges (7.7) (7.9) (7.6) (9.7) (8.8) (8.4) 
Other 126 145 190 219 252 932 
(8.2) (7.6) (8.8) (9.9) (11.6) (9.4) 
Total 1,539 1,901 2,153 2,200 2,166 9,959 
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The major percentage changes for this group occurred in the category 
of "others" (60 percent), in doctoral degree granting institutions 
(52 percent), and in two-year colleges (59 percent). The overall 
increases/decreases in employment in these classifications as well as 
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with others over time were found to be significant (X = 39.223 > alpha 
05 = 31.410). 
The employment of Black doctoral recipients was concentrated 
primarily in comprehensive universities and colleges (41 percent) 
although the major changes occurred in the liberal arts colleges (132 
percent) and those classified as "others" (104 percent) (see Table 32). 
Table 32. Number and Percent of Black Male Doctoral Recipients 
Reporting Definite Higher Education Employment Plans 
by Classification of Institution; 1973 to 1977 
Focus of Year of Employment Plans 
Institution 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research 43 57 67 55 60 282 
(22.5)  (21.4) (24.8) (21.3) (21.7) 
Doctoral 20 23 22 21 24 110 
Granting (10.5) (8.6) (8.1) (8.2) (8.7) 
Comprehensive 89 119 105 111 97 521 
(46.6) (44.7) (38.9) (43.0) (35.1) 
Liberal Arts 14 39 34 22 35 114 
(7.3) (14.7) (12.6) (8.5) (12.7) 
Two-Year 14 12 17 25 35 103 
Colleges (7.3) (4.5) (6.3) (9.7) (12.7) 
Other 11 16 25 24 25 101 
(5.8) (6.0) (9.3) (9.3) (9.1) 
Total 191 266 270 258 276 1,261 
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The changes exhibited among the various classifications for this 
2 
study group was only slightly significant (X - 31.942 > alpha 05 = 
31.410). 
As with the Black male, Black female doctoral recipients received 
the greater number of employment opportunities in comprehensive institu­
tions (43 percent) as shown in Table 33. 
Table 33. Number and Percent of Black Female Doctoral Recipients 
Reporting Definite Higher Education Employment Plans 
by Classification of Institutions: 1973 to 1977 
Major Focus Year of Employment Plans 
of Institutions 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research 8 26 31 39 30 134 
(11.1) (22.8) (20.3) (20.8) (17.6) (19.2) 
Doctoral 10 12 13 17 20 72 
Granting (13.9) (10.5) (8.5) (9.0) (11.8) (10.3) 
Comprehensive 31 48 72 84 66 301 
(43.1) (42.1) (47.0) (44.7) (38.8) (43.2) 
Liberal Arts 15 16 19 26 21 97 
(20.8) (14.0) (12.4) (13.8) (12.4) (13.9) 
Two-Year 2 6 9 13 17 47 
Colleges (2.8) (5.3) (5.9) (6.9) (iO.Û) (b.8) 
Other 6 6 9 9 16 46 
(8.3) (5.3) (5.9) (4.8) (9.4) (6.6) 
Total 72 114 153 188 170 697 
However, the largest percentage change among all institutions 
occurred in research institutions (293.8 percent). This change, in 
spite of its size as well as those which occurred within other institu­
tions, was not found to be significant (X^ - 20.949alpha 05, 31.410). 
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As can be discerned from the foregoing tables, all study groups have 
experienced significant changes in employment within the various classifi­
cations of the employing institutions, except Black females. The employ­
ment of white male doctoral recipients decreased during this five-year 
period in two classifications but still registered as an overall increase. 
No such decrease was in evidence with regard to the other study groups. 
To determine if the proportion of doctoral recipients employed by 
different classifications of institutions is the same based upon the 
availability without regard for race and sex when all fiscal years are 
combined, the following hypothesis was tested with all groups against 
selected institutional classifications: 
Hypothesis 7: The proportion (percent) representation of doctoral 
recipients is the same for each racial and sex group in 
each institutional classification based upon availability 
when the years 1973 to 1977 are combined. 
This hypothesis did not hold true when applied to research institu­
tions and was rejected as shown in Table 34. Twenty-nine point seven 
^ 0 Û 7 \ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^  1 «m «m J O 7 O ^ ^ ^ ^ "4 ^  in f ft 1 a O 
t f  ^W. A. «... W *. i k. WA. W f 
had definite research institutional employment plans while only 22.4 
percent of the Black males and 19.2 percent of the Black females reported 
such plans. A significant difference was observed in favor of white 
doctoral recipients, both males and females. 
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Table 34. Doctoral Recipients Having Definite Research Institution 
Employment Plans by Race, Sex and Combined Years 
Doctoral Recipients Having Definite 
Employment Plans by Race and Sex 
Type of White Black 
Institution Male Female Male Female Total 
Research 8,344 2,693 282 134 11,453 
(8,310) (2,626) (333) (184) 
Other 23,168 7,266 979 563 31,976 
(23,202) (7,333) (928) (515) 
Total 31,512 9,959 1,261 697 43,429 
= 31.185* alpha 05 ,3 d.f. = 7.815 
In comprehensive universities and colleges, a significant difference 
was observed in favor of Blacks, both males and females, (see Table 35). 
Only 29.8 percent of the white males and 27,5 percent of the white 
females had definite employment plans in this institutional classifica­
tion in contrast to 41.3 percent for Black males and 43.2 percent for 
Black females. Percentage-wise, the employment of Blacks was almost 
twice the percentage of whites. 
Table 35. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Comprehensive 
Institution Employment Plans by Race, Sex and 
Combined: 1973 to 1977 
Employment of Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Type of White Black 
Institution Male Female Male Female Total 
Comprehensive 9,402 2,739 521 301 12,963 
(9,406) (2,973) (376) (208) 
Other 22,110 7,220 740 396 30,466 
(22,106) (6,986) (885) (489) 
Total 31,512 9,959 1,261 697 43,429 
X = 165,203* alpha 05,3 d.f. = 7.815 
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In doctoral granting institutions, a significant difference was 
observed in the employment of white and Blacks as shown in Table 36. 
Employed by this classification were 12.9 percent of the white males; 
12.2 percent of the white females; 8.7 percent of the Black males; and 
10.3 percent of the Black females. 
Table 36. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Doctoral 
Granting Institution Employment Plans by Race, Sex 
and Combined Years 
Doctoral Recipients Having Definite 
Employment by Race and Sex 
Focus of White Black 
Institution Male Female Male Female Total 
Doctoral 4,072 1,213 110 72 5,467 
Granting (3,967) (1,254) (159) (88) 
Other 27,440 8,746 1,151 625 37,962 
(27,545) (8,705) (1,102) (609) 
Total 31,512 9,959 1,261 697 43,429 
f = 25.322* alpha 05 ,3 d.f. = 7.815 
With regard to employment by liberal arts institutions, white 
and Black females registered the higher percentage of appointments—15.5 
percent for white females and 13.9 percent for Black females in contrast 
to 12.4 percent for white males and 11.4 percent for Black males. These 
differences were significant on the basis of sex (see Table 37). 
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Table 37. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Liberal 
Arts College Employment Plans by Race, Sex 
and Combined Years 
Employment of Doctoral Recipients 
by Race and Sex 
Type of White Black 
Institution Male Female Male Female Total 
Liberal Arts 3,921 1,546 144 97 5,708 
(4,142) (1,309) (166) (92) 
Other 27,591 8,413 1,117 600 37,721 
(27,370) (8,650) (1,095) (605) 
Total 31,512 9,959 1,261 697 43,429 
^ = 66.651* alpha 05,3 d.f. = 7. 815 
No significant differences were observed with regard to two-year 
colleges. The percentage of white male doctoral recipients reporting 
definite employment plans in two-year colleges was equal to the percent 
reported by white females, 8.4 percent. The percentage of Black males 
(8.0) and females (6.7) was slightly lower (Table 38). 
Table 38. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Two-Year 
College Employment Plans by Race, Sex end 
Combined Years 
Employment of Doctoral Recipients 
by Race and Sex 
focus of White Black 
Institution Male Female Male Female Total 
Two-Year Colleges 2,653 836 101 47 3,637 
(2,639) (834) (106) (58) 
Other 28,859 
en CM 
1.160 659 39,792 
(28,873) (9,125) (1,155) (639) 
Total 31,512 9,959 1,261 697 43,429 
Cs
l 
H 619  alpha 05.3 d.f. = 7 .815 
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In summary, these data tend to indicate that white and Black female 
doctoral recipients are employed in higher proportions than males in 
liberal arts colleges, while Black males and females have the edge in 
comprehensive institutions. Only slight proportional differences exist 
between these two racial groups by sex in doctoral granting institutions, 
with no significant difference evinced in two-year colleges. 
Higher Education Employment Plans by Major Responsibilities 
The final area of focus in this study was to determine if the major 
responsibilities of doctoral recipients having definite employment plans 
In higher education institutions were significantly different by race 
and sex and if changes in the form of decreases and/or increases in 
employment affected employment patterns with respect to these responsi­
bilities. Major responsibilities for purposes of this section relate 
basically to such areas of academic employment as research and development, 
teaching, administration, professional service and joint appointments 
involving one or more of the above. 
In seeking to determine the extent of change from year to year during 
the period covered by this study, an assessment was made with each study 
group separately by major responsibilities and combined years of definite 
employment plans. Hypothesis 9 was used to test for annual changes in 
major responsibilities by race and sex: 
Hypothesis 8: The percent of doctoral recipients reporting definite 
employment plans between 1973 and 1977 remained the same 
in cach major responsibility category for each racial 
and sex grouping. 
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When white male doctoral recipients were analyzed, it was discovered 
that approximately 77 percent of this group reported definite employ­
ment plans with primary responsibilities in teaching. The area evincing 
the greatest change for this study group was the area of joint appoint­
ments which declined approximately 59.1 percent from the 1973 level. 
The overall decline for this group in all responsibility areas was a 
minus 7.2 (see Table 39). 
Table 39. Number and Percent of White Male Doctoral Recipients 
Having Definite Employment Plans by Year and Major 
Responsibility; 1973 to 1977 
Major Year of Appointment 
Responsibility 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research and 479 590 586 566 546 2,767 
Development (7.5) (8.9) (9.4) (9.7) (10.8) 
Teaching 4,953 5,251 4,772 4,462 3,828 23,266 
(77.3) (78.6) (77.1) (76.6) (75.5) 
Administration 437 492 495 479 437 2,341 
(6.8) (7.4) (8.0) (8.2) (8.6) 
Professional 185 208 190 158 130 871 
Service (2.9) (3.1) (5.1) (2.7) (2.6) 
Joint Appointments 350 136 147 161 129 923 
and Others (5.5) (2.0) (2.4) (2.8) (2.5) 
Total 6,404 6,678 6,190 5,826 5,070 30,168 
White female doctoral recipients showed the greatest change during 
this period in professional services appointments (72.0 percent) and 
an overall average increase over 1973 of 35 percent. The numbers and 
percentages for this study are presented in Table AO. 
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Table 40. Number and Percent of White Female Doctoral Recipients 
Reporting Definite Employment Plans by Major 
Responsibilities; 1973 to 1977 
Major Year of Employment Plans 
Responsibilities 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research and 110 126 143 173 152 704 
Development (7.4) (6.9) (6.9) (8.3) (7.3) 
Teaching 1,237 1,506 1,663 1,639 1,618 7,663 
(83.4) (82.7) (80.8) (78.6) (77.9) 
Administration 53 88 127 136 167 571 
(3.6) (4.8) (6.2) (6.5) (8.0) 
Professional 50 67 82 86 109 394 
Services (3.4) (3.7) (4.0) (4.1) (5.3) 
Joint Appointments 33 35 44 52 32 196 
and Others (2.2) (1.9) (2.1) (2.5) (1.5) 
Total 1,483 1,822 2,059 2,086 2,078 9,528 
The overall percentage Increase for Black male doctoral recipients 
over 1973 was 35.1 percent. Among the major responsibilities for which 
Black males had definite employment plans, research showed the greatest 
percentage increase (71.8 percent). Table 41 contains the numbers and 
percentages of change which occurred during this period for this group. 
Table 41. Number and Percentage of Black Male Doctoral Recipients 
••o T?TnT> 1 r\^TTnoT> 4-
Responsibilities; 1973 to 1977 
Major 
Responsibilities 
Year of Employment Plans 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research and 8 12 15 15 13 69 
Development (4.6) (4.9) (6.5) (7.0) (5.4) 
Teaching 123 163 152 137 161 736 
(71.1) (66.5) (65.5) (63.4) (66.5) 
Administration 35 U1 44 46 47 219 
(20.7) (19.2) (19.0) (21.3) (19.4) 
Professional 3 14 8 5 12 42 
Services (1.8) (5.7) (3.4) (2.3) (5.0) 
Joint Appointiiiencs 4 9 13 13 9 48 
and Others (2.3) (3.7) (5.6) (6.0) (3.7) 
Total 173 245 232 216 242 1,108 
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The annual Increase over 1973 for Black female doctoral recipients 
averaged approximately 139 percent, with major responsibilities relating 
to teaching (see Table 42). 
Table 42. Number and Percent of Black Female Doctoral Recipients 
Reporting Definite Employment Plans by Major 
Responsibilities; 1973 to 1977 
Major Year of Employment Plans 
Responsibilities 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total 
Research and 1 3 8 8 6 26 
Development (1.7) (2.7) (5.7) (4.8) (3.8) 
Teaching 51 85 100 132 121 489 
(85.0) (76.6) (70.9) (79.0) (77.6) 
Administration 5 13 19 17 18 72 
(8.3) (11.9) (13.5) (10.2) (11.6) 
Professional 1 9 6 3 6 25 
Services (1.7) (8.1) (4 .2)  (1 .8)  (3,8) 
Joint Appointments 2 1 8 7 5 23 
and Others (3.3) (0.9) (5.7) (4 .2)  (3.2) 
Total 60 111 141 167 156 635 
For the four study groups, the changes over this period were found 
to be B'Ignl fIrant for white males and white females, but insignificant 
for Black males and Black females. 
In testing for significant differences by race and sex according to 
the types of major responsibilities reported by doctoral recipients, the 
following hypothesis was applied to each responsibility separately by 
combined years. 
Hypothesis 9: When all employment years are combined, the proportion 
(percent) of doctoral recipients does not differ signif­
icantly according to major responsibility by race and/or 
sex. 
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This hypothesis was rejected when applied to research and develop­
ment as shown in Table 43. Approximately 9.2 percent of the research 
and development positions were reported by white males, followed by 
white females, 7.4 percent; Black males, 6.2 percent; and by Black 
females, 4.1 percent (Table 43), 
Table 43. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment Plans 
in Research and Development by Race, Sex and Combined 
Years 
Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Major White Black 
Responsibilities Male Female Male Female Total 
Research and 2,767 704 69 26 3,566 
Development (2,596) (820) (95) (55) 
Other 27,401 8,824 1,039 609 37,873 
(27,572) (8,708) (1,013) (580) 
Total 30,168 9,528 1,108 635 41,439 
X = 54.804* alpha 05,3 d.f. = 7. 815 
Tn reanhlne. whife fpmalem rpporfed the higher proportion followed 
by males (white, 77.1 percent; Black, 71.0 percent) and by Black 
females, 66.4 percent. These proportions were found to be significant 
leading to the rejection of this hypothesis (see Table 44). 
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Table 44. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment Plans 
in Teaching by Race, Sex and Combined Years 
Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Maj or White Black 
Responsibilities Male Female Male Female Total 
Teaching 23,266 7,663 736 489 32,154 
(23,408) (7,393) (860) (493) 
Others 6,902 1,865 372 146 9,285 
(6,760) (2,135) (248) (142) 
Total 32,168 9,528 1,108 635 41,439 
i = 127.874* alpha 05,3 d.f. = 7.815 
Unlike teaching and research in which white males and females were 
dominant. Black males and females reported the higher proportions of 
definite employment in administration. The proportions (percent) 
reported by each study group in this responsibility category were: Black 
males, 19.8 percent; Black females 11.3 percent; white males, 7.8 percent; 
and white females, 6.0 percent. These proportions/percents were found 
to be significant as shown in Table 45. 
Table 45. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment Plans 
in Administration by Race, Sex and Combined Years 
Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Maj or White Black 
Responsibilities Male Female Male Female Total 
Administration 2,341 571 219 72 3,203 
(2,332) (736)  (86) (49) 
Uuhcr 27,827 8,957 889 563 38,230 
(27,836) (8,792) (1,022) (586) 
Total 30,168 9,528 1,108 635 41,439 
= 274. 818* alpha 05,3 d.f. = 7.815 
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A significant difference was also observed when this hypothesis 
was tested with the category of service. A higher proportion in this 
category was reported by white females, 4.1 percent, closely followed by 
Black males and females with 3.9 percent and 3.8 percent, respectively. 
Only 2.9 percent of the white males reported definite employment plans 
in this area (see Table 46). 
Table 46. Doctoral Recipients Reporting Definite Employment Plans 
in Service by Race, Sex and Combined Years 
Doctoral Recipients by Race and Sex 
Major White Black 
Responsibilities Male Female Male Female Total 
Service 871 394 42 28 1,332 
(970) (306) (36) (20) 
Others 29,297 9,134 1,066 610 40,107 
(29,198) (9,222) (1,072) (615) 
Total 30,168 9,528 1,108 635 41,439 
= 38.912* alpha 05,3 d.f . = 7.815 
As can be discerned from the foregoing series of tables, signifi­
cant differences exist between white and Black doctoral recipients 
having definite higher education employment plans by major responsi­
bilities, When the two racial groups are compared by sex, white males 
predominate proportionately in research and development, white females 
in teaching and service, and Black males in administration. In no 
category of major responsibility is the Black female doctoral degree 
holder more dominant than all other groups studied. 
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CHAPTER V - SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Allegations of reverse discrimination have been widespread during 
the past five years. Many of these allegations have been made by 
opponents of affirmative action programs. The general thrust of the 
opposition's arguments is that through governmental pressures, contrac­
tors doing business with the federal government have expanded their 
recruitment and employment efforts to attract more females and minorities 
to their work force to the extent that such activities have had a 
disparate impact upon the employment opportunities of white males. 
To determine if and to what extent such action was in fact having 
a disparate Impact upon white males in employment, several comparisons 
were made in the foregoing study using recent doctoral degree recipients 
between 1973 and 1977 as the population. This population was selected 
pursuant to recommendations proffered by Pichard Lester in his book 
entitled Antlblas Regulations on Universities. Faculty Problems and 
Their Solution (1974). In his book, Lester hypothesized that affirma­
tive action programs should be directed toward the employment of junior 
faculty rather than toward senior faculty in that most faculty positions 
in higher education today would be filled at that level. Lester further 
suggested that by focusing on junior faculty employment, greater progress 
could be expected in that such considerations as national reputation, 
publication record, and other experiences usually considered in the 
employment of senior faculty members would be obviated. The findings, 
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derived from comparing the employment plans of doctoral degree recipients 
to this population over a five-year period, tend to indicate that the 
allegations of "wide-spread reverse discrimination" have emanated more 
from the vivid imaginations of the opponents of affirmative action 
programs than from reality. 
Between 1973 and 1977, approximately 74 percent (95,239) of all 
Black and white doctoral degree recipients (129,182) were either seeking 
employment or had definite employment plans upon receipt of the degree, 
and therefore, could be considered to constitute the available employ­
ment pool. Of this total availability pool, 74 percent (70,351) were 
white males, 22 percent (20,849) were white females, 3 percent (2,615) 
were Black males, and 1 percent (1,424) were Black females. When all 
study groups were compared with regard to employment plans by all years 
combined and by all types of employers, the proportion of white males 
reporting definite employment plans was significantly greater than all 
other study groups. Seventy-six (76) percent (54,319) of the white 
males reported definite employment plans in contrast to 20 percent 
(14,064) for white females, 3 percent (1,899) for Black males, and 
approximately 1 percent (975) for Black -^males. When further compari­
sons were made by race and sex, a significantly greater proportion of 
white doctoral recipients (77 percent) reported definite employment 
plans than Black doctoral recipients (68 percent); males (77 percent) 
greater than females (72 percent); and Black males (72 percent) greater 
than Black Femaleg (68 percent). No significant difference was found 
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to exist when females were compared by race. The proportion of Black 
females reporting definite employment plans upon receipt of the degree 
was 68 percent compared to 67 percent for white females. In employment 
by all types of employers, white males, while decreasing numerically, 
continued to be employed above their availability in the pool; the 
proportionate employment of Black females was less than their avail­
ability despite annual numerical increases. The employment of Black 
recipients, both male and female, remained relatively stable even though 
each group experienced gradual numerical increases during this period. 
With regard to higher education employment, 61 percent (43,429) 
of the availability pool of doctoral degree recipients listed higher 
education institutions as the employer. This number represented only 
34 percent of all Blacks and white receiving the doctorate degree. As 
in general employment, white males continued to receive the greater number 
of positions in higher education institutions than the other study 
groups. 
Of the number of definite employment commitments reported, 73 
percent were given to white males, although proportionately this 
represented only 58 percent of the white males reporting definite employ­
ment plans. By contrast, 70 percent of the white females reported 
definite higher education employment plans to fill 23 percent of the total 
positions committed. Seventy-two (72) percent of the Black males and 
67 percent of the Black females reported definite higher education employ­
ment plans, which represented 3 and 2 percent respectively of all the 
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commitments made. While these percentages might be construed to indicate 
that white males are faring less favorably in higher education employ­
ment than the other study groups, such a conclusion was not supportable 
when the changes over the five-year period were assessed for each group. 
During the past five years, all study groups exhibited proportionate 
decreases in higher education employment. The percentage of white males 
reporting definite higher education employment plans decreased approxi­
mately 4 percent, down from 61 percent in 1973 to an average of 57 
percent for the succeeding four years. White females decreased by 
approximately 3 percent, from 73 percent in 1973 to an average of 70 per­
cent. The decreases for these two study groups were found to be signif­
icant. Black males and females exhibited decreases of 4 and 5 percent 
respectively, with Black males decreasing from 71 percent in 1973 to 
an average of 67 percent for the next four years, and Black females, from 
77 percent in 1973 to an average of 72 percent. These decreases, however, 
were not found to be significant. Thus Black doctoral recipients 
experienced a relative stand-still in proportionate employment by higher 
education institutions between 1973 and 1977. As a higher proportion 
of white males reported definite employment plans upon receipt of the 
doctoral degree than all other study groups by all types of employers, 
and since the pattern of their employment In higher education has been 
consistently less proportionately than the other study groups, the 
difference in this proportionality tends to be more related to the 
greater availability of job opportunities in the nonacademic sector 
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for white males than to the numerical gains experienced by white females 
and Black recipients during the period of this study. 
When the issue of reverse discrimination has been debated, such 
debates have primarily focused upon the employment of Blacks by predom­
inantly white institutions of higher education. Predominantly Black 
institutions have received little attention with regard to the changes 
which have occurred involving their efforts to recruit or employ white 
males. Approximately 38 percent (465) of all positions (1,239) committed 
to doctoral recipients by predominantly Black institutions between 1973 
and 1977 were granted to white doctoral recipients. Of all males 
reporting definite employment plans in predominantly Black Institutions, 
42 percent (340) were white doctoral recipients in comparison with 58 
percent (807) for Black doctoral recipients. Seventy-one (71) percent 
(307) of such commitments of employment were given to Black females and 
20 percent (125) to white females. While predominantly white institu­
tions employ significantly more Black doctoral recipients than predom­
inantly Black institutions for either Black or white recipients, the 
average number of doctoral recipients employed by each institution by 
racial composition is relatively small and has changed only minimally 
over the period of this study. 
In 1973 the per-institution employment of Black doctoral recipients 
by predoïïîlnantly whits higher education Institutions was 1.2 Black 
males and l.O Black females. In 1977, this number increased slightly 
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recipients employed by predominantly Black higher education institutions, 
the number of white males and females remained the same in 1973 and 1977 
at 1.6 males and 1.3 females. The average number of Black doctoral 
recipients employed by predominantly Black institutions remained the 
same in 1973 and 1977 for Black males at 2,1 persons but increased 
slightly for Black females from 1.2 to 1.7. As can be discerned from 
these data, a slightly higher number of whites are being employed on a 
per-institution basis by predominantly Black institutions than Blacks 
by predominantly white institutions. When one considers that there are 
approximately 3,000 higher education institutions which serve as employers, 
and if only approximately 1,098 Blacks have been employed on the average 
of 1.2 Blacks per institution (888) for the entire five-year period, the 
issue of reverse discrimination would seem not to have supportive evidence. 
When the employment patterns of doctoral recipients were analyzed 
by selected types of institutions, significant changes were found to have 
occurred for all of the study groups with the exception of Black females. 
The types of institutions in which the employment of white males exhibited 
the greater percentage change were in comprehensive colleges and univer­
sities and two-year colleges. While decreasing by approximately 15 per­
cent in comprehensive colleges and universities during this period, the 
employment of white males increased by approximately 18 percent in two-
year colleges. Wnite females on the other hand exhibited substantial 
employment increases in institutions classified as "other" (60 percent), 
in two year colleges (59 percent) and in doctoral degree granting 
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institutions (52 percent). Changes for Black maies occurred primarily 
in liberal arts college and in colleges classified as "other". These 
changes were in the form of a decrease In comprehensive colleges and 
universities (41 percent) accompanied by an increase in liberal arts 
colleges (132 percent). No attempt was made in this study to determine 
the reasons for these changes or to assess the annual impact of these 
changes within each of these types of institutions in comparison with 
each group. Instead, efforts were directed to determining whether a 
significant difference existed in the employment plans of the doctorate 
recipients when all years were combined. 
The data derived from testing for significant differences in the 
employment plans of doctorate recipients when all years were combined 
can be summarized as follow: Proportionately more white male and female 
doctorate recipients reported definite employment plans in research 
universities; Black males and females received employment commitments 
in comprehensive colleges and universities; females reported significantly 
higher proportions of commitments in liberal arts colleges than males; 
only a slight significant difference existed between Black and white 
doctoral recipients by sex in doctoral granting institutions; and no 
significant difference existed in the employment plans of these two 
racial groups with regard to two-year institutions. The changes observed 
dut lug this period provided no evidence that the employTseiiL pattern of 
white males has been significantly altered because of the increases 
experienced by females and Black recipients within the selected types of 
institutions. 
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In terms of major responsibilities within higher education institu­
tions, white males were found to predominate in research and development, 
white females in teaching and service, and Black males in administration. 
In no category or job responsibilities were Black females observed to be 
more dominant than all other study groups. 
As can be discerned from the comparisons and analyses conducted in 
this study of doctoral degree recipients over the past five years by 
race and sex, the number of white males receiving the doctoral degree 
has decreased, while the numbers for all other study groups have increased. 
However, neither the numerical decreases for white males nor the numerical 
increases for the other study groups has been particularly significant 
in altering the proportionate employment patterns to the advantage or 
disadvantage of any group. The patterns for the major part have remained 
the same. While the data presented tend not to support the allegations 
of "wide-spread reverse discrimination," further studies need to be 
conducted as more specific data become available with regard to the 
progress of affirmative action employment programs. 
One of the principal tests conducted by compliance agencies to 
determine progress is the test for disparate impact wherein comparisons 
are made by race and sex with regard to the number of persons employed 
and those making applications for employment vacancies. This test could 
not be conducfced in this study because of the unavailability of data 
relative to the number of doctoral recipients making application to the 
various types of employers. From the data obtained, it could not be 
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determined whether doctoral recipients reporting definite employment 
plans by the different types of employers reflected their choice of 
employer or the absence of an alternative. Such data and analyses are 
essential to a more definitive determination of disparate impact in 
employment. 
In addition to the preceding recommendation, other areas of research 
which will provide needed information not only for making further assess­
ments of the "reverse discrimination issue" in higher education employ­
ment, but also for establishing affirmative action goals and timetables 
with some reasonable expectations for success are as follow: 
1) The relationship of the doctoral field and the type of employer 
reported by the recipient by race and sex. 
2) The relationship of the doctoral field and the major responsibil­
ities of the recipients by race and sex. 
3) The relationship of geographical location and the employment 
plans of doctoral recipients by race and sex. 
A) The rejection ratio of doctoral recipients making application 
for employment by types of higher education institutions and by race and 
sex. 
5) A comparison of reverse discrimination complaints filed by 
females and Black doctoral recipients against predominantly female and 
Black institutions of higher education with those filed fay white male 
doctoral recipients against predominantly white and male institutions 
of higher education. 
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The purpose of this study was neither to affirm nor to deny the 
existence of isolated cases of discrimination, but rather to determine 
if the majority in higher education had embarked upon a nationwide 
campaign under alleged federal pressure to discriminate against its own 
kind in providing employment opportunities to women and minorities. The 
data presented in this study do not support this phenomenon. 
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TABLE 1 
Postdoctoral Employment and Study Plans of Doctorate Recipients 
(Blacks and Whites Who are Native-Born U.S. Citizens Only) 
in Fiscal Years 1973-1977 by Sex (Percent of Total Responses) 
Men Women 
Total Total 
Postdoctoral Plans White Black PhDs White Black PhDs 
Definite Employment N 9744 426 10746 3176 243 3594 
H 90.7 4.0 88.4 6.8 
V 61.4 67.2 61.4 57.9 62.0 58.0 
Definite Study N 2238 30 2426 590 16 632 
H 92.3 1.2 93.4 2.5 
V 14.1 4.7 13.9 10.7 4.1 10.2 
Seeking Employment N 3236 160 3618 1513 125 1727 
H 89.4 4.4 87.6 7.2 
V 20.4 25.2 20.7 27.6 31.9 27.9 
Seeking ^itudy N 649 18 713 210 8 241 
H 91.0 2.5 87.1 3.3 
V 4.1 2.8 4.1 3.8 2.0 3.9 
Total Reported N 15867 634 17503 5489 392 6194 
H 90.7 3.6 88.6 6.3 
Not Reported N 473 31 B14 260 25 413 
H 58.1 3.8 67.8 6.1 
Total All N 16340 665 18317 5769 417 6607 
H 89.2 3.6 87.3 6.3 
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TABLE 2 
Field of Doctorate Degree of Recipients (Blacks and Whites 
Who are Native-Born U.S. Citizens Only and Who Have 
Definite Employment Plans) in Fiscal Years 1973-1977 
by Type of Employer and by Sex (Percent of Total Responses) 
Men Women 
Total Total 
Type of Employer White Black PhDs White Black PhDs 
4-yr. College/Univ N 959 99 1133 636 75 749 
H 84.6 8,7 84.9 10.0 
V 35.8 43.6 37.0 50.2 50.7 50.2 
Medical School N 10 12 11 11 
H 83.3 100.0 
V .4 .4 .9 .7 
Junior College N 336 33 391 121 21 149 
H 85.9 8.4 81.2 14.1 
V 12.5 14.5 12.8 9.6 14.2 10.0 
Elem/Sec School N 766 59 853 273 32 322 
H 89.8 6.9 84.8 9.9 
V 28.6 26.0 27.9 21.5 21.6 21.6 
Foreign Government N 2 2 
H 100.0 
y 
.1 .1 
U.S. Fed Govt N 73 8 83. 19 3 24 
H 88.0 9.6 79.2 12.5 
V 1,1 3.5 2.7 1.5 2.0 1.6 
State/Local Govt N 92 4 99 34 5 40 
H 92.9 4.0 85.0 12.5 
V 3.4 1.8 3.2 2.7 3.4 2.7 
U.S. State Govt N 72 3 82 34 36 
H 87.8 3.7 94.4 
V 2.7 1.3 2.7 2.7 2.4 
U.S. Local Govt N 118 11 133 37 2 44 
H 88.7 8.3 84.1 4.5 
V 4.4 4.8 4.3 2.9 1.4 2.9 
Non-Profit Organ N 161 6 171 65 6 73 
H 94.2 3.5 89.0 8.2 
V 6.0 2.6 5.6 5.1 4.1 4.9 
Industry/Business N 46 1 50 19 1 20 
H 92.0 2.0 95.0 5.0 
V 1.7 14 1.6 1.5 .7 1.3 
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TABLE 4 
Higher Education Institutions Employing Doctorate Recipients (Blacks 
and Whites Who are Native-Born U.S. Citizens Only and Who Have 
Definite Employment Plans) in Fiscal Years 1973-1977 by Sex, 
Carnegie Classifications and Primary Work Activity 
(Percent of Total Responses) 
Men Women 
Primary Work Total Total 
Activity White Black PhDs White Black PhDs 
Research & Develop N 546 13 596 152 6 166 
H 91.6 2.2 91.6 3.6 
V 10.8 5.4 10.6 7.3 3.8 7.1 
Teaching N 3828 161 4211 1618 121 1826 
H 90.9 3.8 88.6 6.6 
V 75.5 66.5 74.8 77.9 77.6 77.8 
Administration N 437 47 520 167 18 191 
H 84.0 9.0 87.4 9.4 
V 8.6 19.4 9.2 8.0 11.5 8.1 
Prof Servs to Indivs N 130 120 148 109 6 118 
H 87.8 8.1 92.4 5.1 
V 2.6 5.0 2.6 5.2 3.8 5.0 
Other N 41 1 43 13 1 16 
H 95.3 2.3 81.3 6.3 
V .8 .4 .8 .6 .6 .7 
R&D and Teaching N 59 4 75 10 2 18 
H 78.7 5.3 55.6 11.1 
V 1 . 2  1.7 i.3 . 5 1.3 • 8 
R&D and Admin N 6 7 
H 85.7 
V .1 .1 
Teaching and Admin N 23 4 31 9 2 13 
H 74.2 12.9 69.2 15.4 
V .5 1.7 .6 .4 1.3 .6 
Total Reported N 5070 242 5631 2078 156 2348 
H 90.0 4.3 88.5 6.6 
Not Reported N 306 34 360 88 14 106 
H 85.0 9.4 83.0 13.2 
Total All N 5376 276 5991 2166 170 2454 
II 89.7 4.6 88.3 6.9 
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TABLE 5 
Number of Predominantly Black Institutions Employing 
Doctorate Recipients by Race and Sex, 1973-1977 
Black Males 
Black Females 
White Males 
White Females 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
No. of Institutions 37 48 46 40 47 
No of Ph.D.'s 78 114 99 82 94 
No. of Institutions 28 31 34 43 40 
No. of Ph.D.'s 34 49 66 85 73 
No. of Institutions 47 43 41 45 33 
No. of Ph.D.'s 77 67 70 74 52 
No. of Institutions 14 20 24 24 17 
No. of Ph.D.'s 18 27 31 28 21 
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TABLE 6 
Number of Predominantly White Institutions 
Employing Black Ph.D. Recipients, 1973-1977 
Black Males 
Black Females 
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
No. of Institutions • 87 112 117 130 134 
No. of Ph.D.'s 107 144 158 166 166 
No. of Institutions 32 53 72 84 67 
No. of Ph.D.'s 33 61 80 99 34 
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1 Ill's form is !o be rclurncJ lo the GRADUAI li DI:,\N, fur fotwinliiig li) 
Please print or type. 
. Ill';,111 iin lliiin;in KcM)iircc Data ami Analyses 
C'lmimissiim on lliinian Rcsoiirccs 
National Kcsoarcli ('iiiincil 
2101 Constitution Avt-niii', Washinf.lon, D. C. 20418 
A. Name in full: (9 30) 
(Last Name) (First Name) (Middle Name) 
Cross lU'fcrcnce: Maiden name or former name legally channel 
B. Permanent address through which you could always be reached: (C are of, if applieahle) 
(31)  
(Number) (St(e.!l) (City) 
(Or Country if nut U.S.) (State) 
C. U.S. Social Security Number:. 
tZip Code) 
( 32-40 ) 
D. Date of birth: , 
(41-45)  
E. Sex; 
F. Marital status: 
Place of birth: 
(46-47)  (Slate) (Month) (Day) (Year) 
1 • Male 2 • Female 
1 • Mariieil 2 • Not married (incluilinK widoncil, ilivorceil) 
(Or Country if not U.S.) 
G. Citizenship: O 0 U.S. native 2 • Non U.S., Immigrant (Peiinanent Resident) 
1 • U.S. naturalized 3 • Non-U.S., Non-Immigrant ( leniporary Resident) 
If Non-U.S'., indieale eoiintiy <if piesent eili/ensliip 
(4«)  
(49)  
(50)  
(;,|.5?) 
H. Racial or ethnic group; (Check nil ihat apply.) /I puson hnviiii; in — 
0 n American Indian or Alaskan Native any oflTic ôri(;inaî~pei)pTês of Nmih Aiiietica. and who maintain niliu;nl iilentilication 
Ihioiijih trihal alliliation or coniiiiiiiiity lecof-nition. 
1 • Asian or Pacific Islander any of the luiKiiial peoples of the I ar l ast, Soiillieast Asia, the Indi.in Stiheoiiliiienl. oi 
the Pacific Islands. I his area incliules, for example, ( hitia, Japan, Koiea, the Philippine 
Islands, and .Samoa. 
2 n Black, not of Hispanic Origin any of the Hack racial groups of .Africa. 
S n White, not of Hispanic Origin any of the oi ii:in,il peoples of I niopc, North Africa, or the Miildle Mast. 
4 • Hispanic Mexican, Piieito Kican, Cential or South American, or other Spanish culture or origins, 
regardless of race. (53-55)  
I. Number of dependents: Do not include yourself. (Dependent sonienne receivini: at Ic.isi one half of hi, or her support fiom you) (56) 
J. U.S. veteran status: 0 • Veteran 1 • On active ihily 2 L I Non-vetei an or not applicable (57) 
EDUCATION 
K. Hi[;h scliool last attended: 
(School N.inlc; 
YCDL of UldUUcliiuii 11 oil I llitjll sClloOi: 
(City) (ît.ite) 
(5859)  
L. List in tlio table below all collogiatc nnd graduate institutmnr. yoii have attr;nd(.'fj including ^ yt'.ir collogos. List chronologically, find in­
clude your doctoral institution as the last enlry. 
Iiisniutioii N.iiul* I iK.ition 
\ imi'. 
Alli'iiik'd 
I luin lo 
M.i|»ii I irM T Miliiit j J lelii 
T 'm*  Sjha i.tllir- I ISF  
N.iiiie Niinihi'i Nunilu't 
Di lin e t if .inv I 
IIIKM")! 
Dcj'.irc Mo. > r, 
M. Enter below the title of your doctoral d.ssert^tion and the most appropriate daosilication number and field. II a project report or a musical 
or literary composition (not 2 dissertation) is 2 degree requirement. plef<«ç check ho» 
Title Cl.issify usiniî Spccialtic; List 
Niinihcr Name of lield 
N. Name the department (or interdisciplinary committee, center, institute, etc.) and school or college of the university 
wliich supervised your doctoral program: 
(Depart ment/Inst it utfl/Committtift/Program) (School) 
0. Name of your dissertation adviser: 
(L.T.t N.imc) (Firrt Name) (Middln Initial) 
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p. Please enter a "1" beside your primary source of support duiiny (|r,nlu.ilu :.iudy I iilcr a 
ing graduate study. Check all other sources from which su; port w.is rcc<)iv :â. 
2 '  l i iMflu your ui. 'Lrjixl. iry '.uurco of support dur-
58 — NSI" f'ellowship 
5 9 NSI- Trainccsliip 
CO Nil I I'cllinvsliip 
G1 -
6 2 .  
63. 
61.  
G5-
- Nlll 'l'iiiiiiei".lu|) 
• NDI'A f-clloH^liip 
• Otiicr m;\v 
. Ai;C/l-.UDA 
l'cllo\\\liip 
- NASA Ti.tini\\hip 
66 .  
I,;. 
(.8 
69 
(II liill 
OiliiT j Vili'iat ^U|i|)UiI 
(spciif).) 
\\\uulio\\' W'iImiii rt 'lliuvsjiip 
Ollii-r U.S. n.nlii>n;il I'ellousliip 
/3 
74 . 
(spt'cil'v) 
7 0 U:iiMTsily I I'ltimship 
71 - . _ TiMitiini: As'.i\t:intship 
ll A'.>isl.ltllOlip vr. - Spi;ti a'\ (.Mf liil^jS 
1 dm.iiiun.l1 fund (»r ; / . .  !-;iriiily coiuithti-
iiiilu' II I II 1*1 
(ill III, , ill III 7 s 1 I'.Mii C-;!)M. 
Other instiiiit!()n:tl ilirccl) 
fiiiuls (spccify) 79 - Oilier ioans 
80 . Other ('ipccify) 
75 - Own LMrniiv.'.s 
Q. Please check the space which most fully describes your status durinfj the year immediately prcccdiiig the doctorate. 
5 n ("olli'jio or iinivcrvily. Ii\ivliin|! 
6 n Ciillcni' or iminTsiiy. non i.mi liiiiK 
7 [ 1  rk'Mi. or '.ilioo!, liMilnnv 
Rill k in .11 ••fi' 'iIhmiI, lion 1» ,K luiir 
^ LI Iiuiu^tiy ui Imi'.iik'^s 
(11) n Oil',11 (sjH'iiryl 
0 D Held fcllouslij'p 
1 • Ilclil :issisi;inisliip 
2 n I k ill ow n iCMMich i'.i ;inl 
3 O Not cmployt'il 
4 n I'lirt lime employed 
I iill-iimc 
t niploynl in: 
lOiln-i III.in 
II, 1, :) 
(9) 
R. How many years (full-lime equivalent b.isis) of professional .vork exponnnc 
professional experience) 
(12) • Any (iilu-r (••pi'cify) 
i l  you have prior to the doctorate? (includc assi'. lantship'; ,-i! 
flO-ll 
POSTGRADUATION PLANS 
How well defined are your postgraduation plans? 
0 • M.ivo signed contract or ni.ulo dcliiiiic conimitiiK'nt 
1 • Am ncyotiatini; with a specific uri::ini/;Uion, 
or more than one 
2 • Am scckint: appointment hut have no •.pceilie prospects 
U. 
3 • Other (speeify) (12) 
What arc your Immediafe poslgradi/.iiion pkins? 
0 • Postdoctoral fellowship? 
1 • I'ostiloctoial research associaleship.' 
2 [] Traineeship? 
?i • Other study (specify) 
4 • I'inploynient (other than 0, 1,2. .1) 
5 • Milit.iry service? 
f) • Oilier (specify) (i3) 
If you plan to bo on a postdoctoral fellowship, associate;,tiip, 
traineeship or other study 
What will he ihe field of your posidoctoral siiidy? 
Classify iisint: Specialties l ist. 
Number 1-ield 
I (io to 
I lleiii "U" 
( (it) 10 
( Iicm"V" 
(M-16) 
Wliat will be Ihe primary souice of support ' 
0 [J U.S. Ciovernnicnt 
1 C'olleiie or university 
:. [ I Private foundation 
3 • Nonprolii, other than private foundation 
4 O Oil ier  ( spec i fy)  
I 171 
() • Unknoun 
til» 1(* Itrm •W" 
If yon pi,in Io be employed, enter military sorvico, or other — 
Wh,it wil l hi; the type of employer? 
0 fl 4-year colk'ee nr unii'crsity ollici ilian niedieal school 
1 I i .Medical school 
?. I 1 Jr. or communily college 
.•* [ I Mem. or sec. school 
4 ri 1 oreijin [jovernment 
.5 I I U.S. l eilci.il j'overninetil 
11 U.S. slate government 
7 L.l (I S. local t'oveinment 
X [ J Nonprofit oi i'.ani/alion 
Î 1 In'liisliy oi ItUsifiCss 
I I Self employed 
(12) LJ Other (specify) (i«> 
Indie.lie I'linuiry work aelivily with "I" in appropriate ho.\; 
\s()ik activity (if any) with "2" in appropriate box. 
f* • " ..-.l* 1 i,»*'.i, 
1 I I Teachin.y 
2 1J .Administration 
3 [ I Professional services to individu,ds 
.S I J Oihei (specify) 'vj po) 
In \\h,\t lie Id will you tie v,oikit\i;'.' 
I'le;nc eiilcr nimilier from Spcciallic, l ist 
Cio III Item "W" 
,  (  : i  n )  
W. What is the name and address of the orpanization witii wiiicii you will be a^yOLialêu? 
(Nnmu of O 'tfJiii/itlion) 
(Sirect) (C.ty. ot.-.tc) 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
X. Please indicate, by circling the higltest grade attained, the education of 
yoi/r lather: 
your mother none 
0 
1 2  )  4  s  6  7  H 
r.lemenlary school 
1 2 3 4 5 r, 7 « 
1 : ~ .1 
') 10 II 
lliph school 
0 in II 12 
4 
C-ollcuc 
MA, MO PhO 
Gr.ncliintc 
MA, MP PM) 
8' 9 
Postdoctoral (30) 
Postdoctoral (31) 
Til) 
Signature Unto completed (32 34) 
